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Dr. Harry M. Sparks Elected President.of MSU
Glamour Contest's
Deadline Is Feb. 6;
Judging on Feb. 15
Feb. 6 is the deadline for submitting entries in the Glamour
Magazine's contest to select the
nation's 10 best-dressed college
coeds, according to Nancy Strow,
president of Alpha Phi Gamma,
national journalism fraternity.
All organizations have been
sent letters lnvitingthemtomake
a nomination. However, it aJ'\Y re·
cognized organization !ailed to
receive a letter, you may also
make a nomination.
All entries must be submitted
in writing to Alpha Phi Gam:na,
Wilson Hall m. The
entries
should have the name ~the candidate, her address and telephone
number, the name otthe sponsoring organization, and the signature or the president.
"Since there is no rule stated
in the official entry that candidates must be single, any married coed attending the university
full-time can also be nominated."
remarked Mr. Lou H. Edm~
son, adviser.
The contest will be judged Feb.
15 in the faculty lounge c:l the
SUB. Meeting Rooms 1 and 2
of the building will be used Cor
dressing room:,;;s..,.._...,..,, ..

Former Member of Staff
Becomes 5th 'Top Man'
Dr. Harry M. Sparks has been elected president of Murray State University. He was elected by a 6-0 vote of the
Board of Regents last Frida"f. President Sparks' term began
Monday and will terminate four years from that date. He
is to receive a minimum salary of $28,000.
President Sparks, the fifth man to hold that position,
succeeds Dr. Ralph H. Woods. Dr. Woods served as MSU's
president for the last 22 years.

Summer Institute
Electronics Grant
Awarded to MSU
The MSU Industrial arts dehas been awarded a
$30,000 grant by the U, s. Offlee of Education to conduct a
summer institute of e lectronics,
Cor teachers according to President Ralph H. Woods.
The institute, a first for Murray, will be one of only 15
throughout the country to be held
this summer, Dr. Woods added.
The program, running from
June 10 to Aug. 2, will include
24 teachers and may be count..
ed for credit toward a master's
degree. Each participant will r&o
ceive $75 per week plus $15 for
each dependent.
Mr. George T. Lilly, industrial
arts department proCessor, will
c(M)rdinate the institute for the
university and the federal government. Mr. Robert Jones and
Mr. Paul Lyons will be the principal lnstructors for the courses,
Visiting lecturers lrom other
departments or the university
will aid in the program. The faculty members will include: Dr.
James Kline, physics depart..
ment; Dr. Frank Kodman, psy.
chology department; Dr. Ralph
Tesseneer, dean ~ the Grachr·
ate School; and Dr. Ray M~
field, communications depart.
ment.
~rtment

.

President Harry M. Sparks

Little Anthony's Concert
Rescheduled for Feb. 22
Tonight's concert by Little Anthony and th Imperials has been
postponed until Feb. 22, Spencer
Solomon, SO Concert Committee
chairman, announced yesterday

anernoon.
The postponement was forced,
he said, by the Student Council's
inability to secure the use or
either the Auditorium or t h e
Sports Arena tomorrow night.
On behalf of ~ council, Sole>
mon apologized ror aJ'\Y inconvenience this last-minute change

Graduate Program
Open for Seniors
Lacking 6Hours

in date may cause students.
New tickets for the Feb. 22
concert wlll be dlstribtnd during registration, he said.
"It looks as if the council
has been jinxed," Solomon said,
"ln .Its efforts to present its
'annual Christmas gift' to the
student boey - first the cancellation oC the concert by Jar
and the Americans and now this
postponement. ••
The concert chairman added

with a smile, "We have our C~
gers crossed with the hope that
nothlng will happen to prevent

our 'giving' you Little Anthony
and the Imperials on Feb. 22."

Seniors at Murray state who
lack no more than six semes...
ter hours ol completing the requirements for a baccalaureate
degree may be admitted to the
RUMP-sAVER • •• Aa 100ft al graduate School under certain
lut WMk'a anow atorm ended, circumstances, according to
the grounds crew waa on the Dean Ralph Tessener.
fob. He,.. a mld the Icy aplendot'
The circumstances are that the
of the campus' flrst anowfall, a six hours must be removed dur·
tractor Ia buay acraplng anow ing the first semester, and that
and lc• from the walkwaya. Thla the student must present to the
bit of far·slthtedness saved secretary ot the Graduate School
many a tvmbl• as atudentl hurried to clasMI In the d1y1 th.lt a statement from the registrar
giving the number t1 hours defollowed.
ficient and the cumulated grad&point aver age. It accepted, the
Pay All Your Debh
student is then considered a gr•
duate student.
Or Forget Exams f
Graduate students mar reAll student indebtedness must gister at amr time on the regular
be paid before the final exami- registration days ot each semesnations begin on Jan. 19, ac- ter. Registration cards tor all
cording to Mr. P.W. Ordway, properly admitted students can
business manager.
be picked up in the Little Chapel
This includes parking tickets, at that time.
telephone bills, Library fines,
There are 599 students in the
and any other indebtedness owed Graduate School at the present
by students to the university. time, Dean Tessener said. Of
students are urged to pay these those 187 students are full • time
debts immediately. All except those, 187 students are full-time.
Library fines are to be peid on
In general, a grade-point aver- TRYING POR SIZ• • •• •• Dr. H•rry M. Sperlcs, Murray Stat.
the second fioor t1 the Adminis- age t1 2.50 is required tor un- Unlwenlty' s new president, tried out hla new desk and chair for
tration Bldg. Library Cines must conditional admission to the Gra,. stu aftw his election Friclily mornlnt. President W_. i1 ~
•r•tul•""- his succeuor on his un.nhnous electten by the &o.J'd
be peid in the Libr ary.
eluate School.
..~.

Dr. Sparks, summoned to the
meeting .room by his predecessor, appeared shortly after the
vote had been taken. When notified that he had been elected,
he stated that he would "take
up where Dr. Woods leaves c1f."
In his formal acceptance ol
the drice, President Sparks said,
"1 am honored to work for the
school and willdoeverythingpossiblc for the advancement ol M urrar state."
He said that at the present he
planned no m~or changes ol a~
(Continued on p._. 2)

Journalists Offered
Expanded Program
For Next Semester
The university will expand fts
journalism program next semester, accordfn« to a recent ~
P.Q~emeat by President Ralph
H. Woods.
Undergraduate students will be
able to obtain a "major" In
journallam and graduate students
mar receive a master's deeree.
In tho past only a "minor"
has been offered in journalism.
Dr. L. J . Hortin, director of
journalism, expects to tnaugurate a summer internship plan for
journalism students. Selected
students will work as salaried
staff member 10 or more weeks
with newspapers durinK the awnmer.
They will enroll the followlni
semester in a seminar class
where they will prepare "case
studies'' of their summer's experience, Academic cr edit will
be given tor the class, but not
tor the summer' s work.
Dr. Ray Mofield, assistant to
the president and chairman of
the communications department,
has been added to the journalism
teaching stafi for next semester.
Other members of the journa)ism faculty will be Prof. Louis
H, Edmc:lriCUoo and Mr. Joe Tom
Erwln. Mr . Edmoodsoo is facuJ..
ty adviser to The Murray Stato
News.
New courses to be added totho
curriculum are in such ar eas
as public relations. law of the
press, magazine-article writ,.
in&, adve rtising, research, and
radi~TV news.

Packets Available
Tomorrow in SUB
Registration packets tor the
spring semester may be picked
up in too SUB ballroom tomorr ow and Friday, accordingtoMr.
Wllson Gantt, registrar.
Mr. Gantt also amounced that
registration will be held fr om
Jan. 30 to Feb. 1.
Classes will begin Feb. 2.
Feb. 5 has been announced as
the last day to register Cor a
full load t1 16 hours.

Here's to New esid nt and Murray St e'sContinued Growth I
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TO SUCCEED WOODS:

Board of Regents Selects Sparks
(Continued From p._. 1)
He married the former Lois
ministration policy. •'If 81\Ythlng Ogden Stiles of Irvington in 1934.
comes up that 1 think should be They have three children: Harry
changed, it will be done only M. Sparks Jr., an architect in
after consultation with the Administrative Council."
Dr. Sparks has been a Ke~
tucky educator Cor 33 years, and
was on the Murray faculty Cor 15
years. In 1963 he was elected
to serve as state superintendent
of public instructlon.
President Sparks ended his
secondary-school teaching when
he came to Murray in 1948 as an
associate professor oCeducation.
On July 1, 1952, he was named
to head the department c1 education. He served in this capacity
until 1963 when he was elected
to the state superintendent•a post.

.

-

Cincimati; Phillip stiles Sparks,
who wUl graduate Crom Murray
this month; and Susan Sparks, a
Murray student.

.

President ~rks graduatea
cum laude from Transylvania
College, Lexington, in 1930. He
began his teaching career in
Breckingridge County that same
year. Five years later be became
principal and basketball coach
at Irvington High School. During
this time he earned his master's
in education at the University c1
Kertucky.

••• and they Itill people.
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'Flower Children' Destroyed Selves-Psychiatrist
(ACP)- "The hippies arc terribly, terribly innocent. They
could have influence but they
were defeated by the introduction
of drugs."
Outlined by a flickering light,
the psychiatrist perched on a tall
stool, looked out across the
candle.llt Crossroads Cafe near
the Unlversicy of North Carolma '
campus in Chapel Hill, and began
to talk about the end of the IUpple movement.
Dr. Morris Lipton of North
Carolina Memorial Tlospit.al told
his overOow audience that the
flower children brought on their
own destruction in the Corm of
LSD. His remarks were reported in the Daily Tar Heel.
Lipton, who spent the summer
in San Fransico' s Haight-Ashbury
district, characterized the hippie
movement as a "sweet, laudable
thing that carried the seeds of
its own destruction."
Hippies "expected a magic in
inner experience and change," he
said. "But there isn't any magic,
just hard work."
Lipton told the crowd that the

movement was a reaction to the
materialism of the Protestant
ethic and middle class values.
"In your day you can't aspire
materially. There is more room
on the bottom than on the top.
Looking for those lost values
means giving up privileges," he
said.
The hiwies, he said, are faced

Save Todar

with an acute conflict betweeJ ialist activists who decided the
internal and external controls- fight was futile; he said. "Young
the demands of conscience and people thank the system is too
UIUt>t: Ul SOCiety.
tough• • •Maybe you think the
Lipton found the hippies' lack
of discipline their most distress- world is a juggernaut going to
ing feature. "You will be (J.Iite hell and there is not a damn thing
old before you decide what inner you can do about it."
controls are most valid, •• he said.
Discussing the physiological
Hippies may have begun as soc- effects or LSD, Lipton said, "As
a chemical expert I can say that
anyone who stays on acid four or
five years ends up in the nuthouse- permanently."
LSD interferes with the transmission of nervous Impulses between nerve endings, distorts the

HIPPIE DEMONSTRATING • ••• • At the Hippie ..,_retion It
growing more end mor• In number, they . ,.. clemonttretlng mo,.

for t+te ci UMS they believe ln. In this picture, • hippie Ia exerclalnt
flower pow.r In • demonstretlons et the Pent•..,.._

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF:

Hippie Movement Is 'Old Hat' Story

JIM
ADAMS

I. G. A.

central nervous system, and
causes unnatural responses, the
psychiatrist said.

lOth a Cbemaal

Continual use, he said, ultimately a r f e c t s the nervous
system·~ "wiring" and drug

OPEN 24 HOU~ A DAY

users ~ up having psychedelic experiences "ithout taking the
drug.
Lipton added that drug us~rt>
often show schizoid tendencies.

.

--

"Chronic mariJuana users eventually become slobs, too" he said.
He said he had taken a trip
himself under laboratory conditions. "Oh it was fun all right,"
he said. "I've had LSD and undergone psychoanalysis. I found the
latter a more rewarding experience."

(ACP) - The hippie movement cause its members wanted to are so many hippies in Cali·
may be merel,y history repeating rise above sex - that is, have fornia.
itself, a University of Minnesota complete generosity but elimi"People regard the hippie as a
history professor says.
nate marriage.
member of the extreme fringe,"
Prof. David Noble, in an interHippie transcentalism, he said, but the movement could be an
view in the Minnesota Daily, said is partially satisfied by the use index of a more fundamental shift
that attempting to live by perfect of LSD, marijuana, and other wftitin society, he said.
love and to attain salvation on drugs, for two reasons. One is
Any fringe group is botmd
earth, rejecting the "establish- that such use is in opposition to to fail, ~oble said, because transment, and revolting within the the mores of the middle class cendental philosolilies cannot be
• middle class arc all manifest- establishment.
ations if the philosophy or puritAnother reason for transcen- expressed in particular, indentianism."
dence through drug, Noble said, fiable forms:
&tch purification movements
That philosophy was the basis is that there is no longer a geoor the bohemian societies of the graphical frontier. Puritanism try to create a timeless proSpring Semester
duct, but since there is only a
1800s; it was the theory behind
Jo1111 HulJlphret Noyes• Oneida syriiliOllcalll'" tnOves rrom east to •'profane situationu and no "ultio
e FOR SERIOUS MALE
colony in western New York in the west, but ror the hippies the mate condition," he said, purie HE WILL SHARE
1840s; and it is today's hippie frontier is gone, Noble said, add- fication is philosophically and
creed, Noble said.
BATH WITH ONLY
ing this could explain why there logically impossible.
Noble, who teaches intellectual
OTHER ROOMER
history, said puridication movee EXTENSION PHONE
ments have always been separated from society in an effort ''to
e COLOR TV
divide the saints !rom the sinners.
e BUT NO COOKING!
Some 400 years ago, he said,
Near Campus
man tried to reject man-made
medieval society and restore a
God-given Way Of lire,
'today, hippies are rejecting
the artificial tradition of the middle class and the hypocrisy of
their parents - as all generaTO MURRAY STA!TS
After 6 p. m.
tions do, Noble said.
He called Noyes' Oneida society a form o! transcendence be~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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CHANGES SEEN IN EVERY AREA:

'In Loco Parentis' Thinking Fading Fast From College Campuses
(ACP)- The role o! the cciJege or university as a substitute parent for Its swdcnts is
slowly crumbling.
The doctrine of "in loco parentis," based on a long-held
notion tbat the educational instib.ation can and should act "in
place of a parent,'' is being modified slightly in some schools, rejected completely in others.
Changes ue being seen In
every area encompassed by the
doctrine:
Curfews for women.
Visitation in dormitories and
apartments. - - ·
Comsumption of alchOlic beverages on and off campus.
Place of residence (I.e., allowing students to live in off-campus
apartments v e r s u s requlrf.rw
them to live in college-supervised dormitories).
Many students regard in loco
parentis as archaic, and sllldent
newspapers have led the cursade
to tear it from its entrenc hcd
position as the foundation of the
system of social regulations and
replace it with an upciated, more
realistic view of the student's
non-academic life.
On the day wben social regulations and counseling services
were to be scrutinized by the
deans of Valparaiso (Ind.) University at an All-student Congress, the school newspaper, the
Torch, editorialized:
"People who accepted the In
loco parentis function or the college formulated a system to shelter naive students from the evil
influences of the real world and
to inculate in them a moral code
for eventnal contact with adult
soc iet,y."
Whilq g r a n t i n g that the
"patenlalistic" system "sprang
from a genuine concern ror thl'
welfare and maturation of stu~
ents," the Torch called it "unworkable at VU today."
"It is unrealistic to believe
that three social deans and a
handful fo dormitory directors
can act as father and mother to
four thousand students, even when
aided by big brother and big
sister counselors. It would be
almost physically impossible to
enforce every regulation 1n the
current 'Handbook for Student~;,'
a model of overprotective thinking.''
At the Valparaiso Congress,
during which the students were
surprised by the announcement
that curfews for senior women
would soon be abolished, Dean
of students Luther Koepke explained the philosophy underlying
· rules at Valparaiso.
Three kinds c1 rules are enforced, Koepke siad: "m o r a 1
rules from the Bible ortrom God
(teaching s t u d e n t s Christian
ethics is a VU objective), civil
rules which must be obeyed as
the edicts c1 authority, and social rules er:torced to insure orderly living ccmditions.
Students are not allowed to
make all their own rules, the
Torch quoted Koe~ as saying,
because they have .not yet been
"tempered by history and experience."
Social regulations (and the philosophy behind them) areonetarget c1 the student power movement, and some changes can be

attributed in part to the activists, but others have como solely
by administrative docrco in recognition of the temper or the
tlrnes.
Grirtnell (Ia.) College abolished
all women's hours this fall inthe
belief, President Glenn Leggett
said, that "any regulation d. college women's hours • •• is a
matter c1 security rather than
morality and that reasonable s&curU;y can be secured ••• without the necessity of lhe college's
maintaining an arbitrary hours
system."
Dean <A Women Alice 0. Low
said justification oCwomcn'scur!ews was increasingly difficult
since neither contemporary parental practices nor educational
philosophy supports such regulation.
Michigan State University and
the University of Minnesota recently eliminated curfews Cor
all dormitory women e x c c p t
freshmen, w h o are generally
thought by administrators tor&quire a period oC adjustment
between the assumed regul~
tions oC home to the complete
freedom of a no-hours policy.
Western Michigan University,
Kalamazoo, extended dorm c losings to a 2 a.m. for juniors and
seniors and began a senior women's hall with no hour restric.
tions. But despite the lmprov&ment over the old system, the
Western Herald wasn't oatisified
The newspaper urged the universU;y to follow Michigan state's
example.
Hours for senior women at
Wartburg College, Waverly, Ia.,
were liberalized by the initiation d a key system tor se&
ior women but some vestiges oC
the old system remained: disciplinary probation (with no a~
peal) for lending the key to an
ineligible coed and a stiff $25
penalty for losing the key.
still other schools aro pushing
for ch~. At the University or
North Carolina, a referendum
last. spring showed, The Daily
Tar Heel said, that "a ~ority
oC coeds here favor ~enslon
closing hours, elimination o C
closing hours for seniors, liberalization or tho overnight signout system for girls who have
blanket parental permission, and
the option to live in off-campus
housing Cor coeds who nrc either
seniors or 21 years old. ••
The Tar Heel suggested that
the dean oC women look not to
the results oC an alumni survey
but to other schools for guidolines in building a new system
oC women's rules.
Women's hours "bug" dorm
residents, but they're equally
dissatisfied with policies governing visitaiton.
Debate over open houses and
open doors is nothing new; it
has been several years now since
the weU.publicized case oC the
male dorm residents who, rebelling against a policy requiring doors during visitation to be
open the width oC a book, su~
stituted matchbooks for textbooks.
Since then debate has been
sporadic but often intense. This
fall at the University of Call!ornia, Berkely, Dean oC Students
Arleigh Williams "extended from

Citing "a rcsponsibilitytopartwo to ten the number of residence room visltspcrmittcdcach cnts and the public generally,"
month by members of the op. Elldns put his foot down on the
posite sex," according to a Daily closed-door recommendation in
a student proposal concerning
Californian rcoort.
The extension was not greeted regulations, saying the recomas enthusiastically as miCtrthave mendation "put sex overtones"
been (!XJX'ctcd, however - it was on the proposal.
A target at still other schools
coupled with stipulations "that
all guests be escorted upstairs among them South Dakota State
University and North Texas State
by their hosts, nnd that doors
to rooms or all participating University, is n policy prohibi.students remain wldo open at ling students inaff-campus apart.
merts from having visitors of the
all times.''
Lela Zills, p1·csidcnl oC Fre&- oooosite sex.
born Hall, called the requirement
And then there's the question
oC wide open doors a "ridicu- of whether students should be allous invasion oC privacy."
lowed to live in apartments atalL
"If we 'rc judged mature enough . Untll recently, coeds at the Unito be permitted ten open doors versity c1 North Carolina were
a month, then we should be like- not permitted to live in ~art
wise trusted to entertain guests ments. Now, senior women have
with the doors closed, ·• she said. that privilege.
"With the privacy afforded by an
And there's the case of the
open door we might as v.-ell sit freshmen coed at aM innesota colin the lobby."
lege who was required to move
The administrative view o n into a dormitory oven though her
open doors inevitably takes intO home was a block from the camaccount the possibility that the pus.
public would view such a policy
At Texas Technological Unias encouragement ol licentious- versity, Lubbock, 34 m!lle stuness.
detts took to the courts to fight
The University c:l Maryland a rule requiring them to live on
doesn't "look upon dormitories, campus.
bedrooms and sitting rooms as
The students were denied pera place for closed-door intervisi- mission to register this fall betation," President Wilson H. El- cause they were not residents in
kins said in the Diamondback. campus housing, the University

641 Super Shell
- - - -' Tires. Tubes. Batteries. Accessories
Open 6 a . m. to Midnight
"College Business Appreciated"
753-9131
Murray; Ky.

WELCOME,Dr. Sparks!
BE SMART-BE SDE-BUY CHEVROLET!

HOL"COME CHEVROLET, INC.
Highway 641 South
Murray. Ketmtucky
Phone 753-2&17

Where Sales & Service Go Together
OILY 4 MORE DAYS Wed., Thurs.,.Fri., & Sal.
, JANUARY 10.13 ADAMS

HICKLE
SHOE SALE

WELCOME

Dr. Sparks

College Grill

Dally reported. They filed an Injunction against the university,
claiming financial inabi!itytolivc
in dormitories.
And after weeks of arbitration,
the students succeeded in getting
an appeals system established to
consider such cases and grant
permission to live ott campus In
some instances.
"Much more is lnvoh·ed," the
Daily commented, "than the right
oC 31 students lo live off campus
this rail, as both sides ot the
suit realize. The case is one or
nation-wide precedence and importance, affecting ~artmcnt
owners, school administrators
and bond holders in every city
In the nation with a college or
university campus.
"School administrations are
Involved not only for financial
reasons, but because the entire
in loco parentis philosophy undcrllcs the case. The decision may
well overlap into other areas
involving university regulationof
the private ll!e c1 a student."
Changes in rules regarding alcoholic beverages are perhaps
less frequent than in other social
regUlations. Carleton College,
Northfield, Minn., recently added
Its name to tho list c:l schools
with liberal liquor rules -It now
.p ermits students who are c1 age
to drink ln the dormitories.

For Men. Women
and Children

----~\~

Buy One Pair at Regular Price
Get Another Pair for Only Sc
Sale Ends at 5 p. m.
Saturday, Jan. 13

ADAMS SHOE STORE

I
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" HELLO THERE" • •• • • Admlnlstratlv• ptraonnfi welcomed the
visltol's as they came to tour the fourth floor of th. new Adminl·
stratlon Bldg. Mr. M. 0 . Wrather, director of public relations, UMt
both handa to

desk hangs a new portrait of Prwsldent Ralph H.
Woods. The artist was Mr. John Mooney, a member of the art fa cul ty.

LOOKING AROUND ••••• Miss Fr ances Arm·
strong ( left), a secretary to the president, Is
showing vlsltora around dur ing the open house of
the new Administration Bldg. Directly behind her

JERRY'S SPECIAL
J·Boy Box

FILET OF WHITEFISH

&De

DIHIIER

Monday Night from 5 till Closlfti
Curb & Car ry-Out

$1.19

SPAGHmt DINNER

Tuesday Night From 5 till t

99c

-~ednelclay_ Night In the
Dining Room from 5 'til' 9 p. m.

SOUTH 12th ST.
IN
MURRAY

TIME TO EAT •• .• • Vlsttora are shown ~Joylno refreshment~
that were ..rved on the toP floor of the Admlntatration Bldtl. during
tne open house. After refr~shments the group moved down to tour
the other floors.

400 Brave Cold Rain
To Inspect New Building
Despite the rain approximate- finally reached the first floor.
All and all, it turned out to
accepted the invitation to attend be a prosperous day for those
the Dec. 17 open house in the attending. Since universit,y students weren't able to attend the
new Administration Bldg.
open
house, another similar
Even with all the students home
will be scheduled later in
for the holidays, between 2 and affair
4 that Slnday afternoon the cam- the year.
pus was buzzing with people.
Jt all started on the first floor
of the new building. As the vis~P-s"ake•
OtAMONO "INGS
itors entered they were given
information concerning what was
in the building. Then they entered the elevator and rode up to
the fifth floor for refreshments.
Ret'teshments were served just
outside the President's Office
as the visitors viewed the art-work. A main attraction hangs
on one wall - a new portrait
of President Ralph H. Woods.
Atler finishing on the top floor,
the group walked down the stairs
to the fourth floor. Here, and on
each floor, the group was met
by administrative personnel to
act as guides for that floor.
After touring all the rooms
on a floor the group would venture down to the next floor until

GREETINGS • • • Dr. Ray
Mofield ( rleht), executlv• a~o
slstant to the prttsldent, talb
with open house visitors before
showing tham his office on the
fifth floor of the Administration
Bldg.

JOIN

MARCH OF DIMES

ly 400 Murray--area residents

Shirley

Florist
Extends Best
Wishes to

DB. SPABKS

The
Offlcen, Dlrecton, and Employees of the

Bank.ol Murray
extend congratulations •nd best wishes to

Dr. Harry M. Sparks
President, Murray State University
We wish for you and Murray State continuing succeu as an outstanding
educational institution and a most vital part of our community.

BUK OF MORRAY
"The Friendly Bank''
CELESTE S2:10
AL..SO fl25 TO I BOO

Be sure to see these Keopsake
Diamond Rings of everlasting
beauty and quality.

FURCHES
JEWELRY
113 S. 5th St.

MAIN OFFICE

DOWNTOWN BRANCH

FOURTH & MAIN

FIFTH & POPlAR

Deposits Insured to $15,000 by F.D.I.C.
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DRUG USERS OVERESTIMATED:

MSU Survey Agrees With Gallup
By Paul Mlck
A student survey exactly like a
Gallup Poll circulated among 426

American colleees and universities was reccntl,y distributed at
Murray and the results closely
paralleled the national poll.
The survey concerned the use
or drugs. such as marijuana and
LSD. Both local and nationwide
polls showed that the use of such
drugs is Car over-emphasized
and over-publtclzed.
Accordi.rw to the Gallup Poll,
the reports of mass student Involvement with the Illicit dnJis
marijuana and LSD are wildly
exaggerated.
·
The first ~JJCStion on both surveys asked "What per cent of
college students in the nation
as a whole would you say take
drugs like .LSD or Marijuana?"
The national average answer

2Natiooal Groups

c..line to Fonn

Physics Hmurary
CONSTRUCTION PROGRIUING • • • • • Work on the new atrl·
cultu,.....lneerlng bulldlntt on 16th atreet Is ProtiN I Iing as Mr.
1. a. Howton (laft), and Mr. William E. Cherry, agriculture, h.ve
...-. To combat the cold weether, • protective ...,..,. was built 10
the construction could continue.

'Concreta Firma' Coming Soon
As Cowpath Becomes Sidewalk
The vast majorit;y ~ American roads, especially those in
Kentucky, follOtr what were once

ways the flnal touches, the aU..

cow paths. From such humble
beginnings the greatest newwork
of highways in the World baa been
constructed.
Following in this great tradlUon, Murray State is forging

thine drier or cl~~·

dents must do without the benetit of anytbiJw ftrmer Ulan dirt.
old Indian trails or wandering They must allo do without ~

ahead.
No, the school does not forsee
an expressway connecting Hester Hall and the Library. In its
own right, though, MSU is being
guided by precedent.
Just as the old cow paths have
given way to concrete and asphalt, so ar the muddier byways of this campus.
The administration has made
a careful survey or the habits
of the pedestrian. This lead to
the authorization d a plan whereby some of the favorite paths and
new\y-forged trails will soon be
obliterated with genuine concrete.
Sound impossible? Seem like
)1st another pacl!ying gesture to
insure no more Christmas riots?
Well, it is true, amazing as it
may seem.
Acco~ to Mr. James Armbruster, saperintendent ot the
maintenance and operations department, every timea newbui~
q i.a completed and opened, the
influx of student tramc lmm~
lately courses toward the neweat site of hJgher education.
However, as the grounds surrounding these bullc:Hngs are al-

But now thi.a is all to change.

New sidewalks are beirw ec.
structed over many ot the most
popular mudholes and swamps on
campus.
Perhaps someday they will
even be built before the but~
ings so the workmen will not
have to wear water wings coming to and from work.
Have they gotten around to
your favorite crossing spot~
If not, wait a wblle, and soon
you, too, can walk on "concreta firma."
But by then, you will probably
have changed your majOr again
and will be sloshing to that new
bullding on the other side of the
pond.

A decisioo was made over the
holidays by Sigma PI Sigma, a
national pJorsics honor sociecy,
to merge with the American Institute or Peysics Students Section.
The decisioo came after a day
and a half of deliberation.
The meetflw "Was held at Purckle Universily Dec. 14-17. It was
at that time the organlzatlona
drafted the new consUtutkln.
The main purpose of 1he meetbtl, stated Dr. James M. KllDe,
local ligma Pi Sigma adviser,
was to reach a decision concerning the future of the national
orpnizatJon.
Deleptes from 90 of 1he 130
chaPters in the Ualted Slates
attended the meettDg.
All Sigma Pl Sigma chapters
and all American Institute of
Ph,yal.cs Student Sections active
at the time shall become charter
members of the Soclet;y of Ph,ysica Students, the organization's
new name which was taken from
the Initials of Sigma Pi Sigma.
'The new Society of Ph,ysics
Students will be open to all undergraduates who are interested in
or who are majoring in ph,ysics.
The merger is expected to
brig
bring about a closer workfrlt
relationship between the American Institute of Ptzysics and proCessors and students ofthatarea.
The delegate from Murray
State was Ron Morris, Murray.
Accorqpanying Morris was Sigma
Pi Sigma adviser, Dr. Kline,
Larry C o o t s. Murray; and
Arthur Walters, Murray.

COLOIEL SliDERS
ANNOUNCES THE
lliai-Pac
1 PC. CHICKEN

MASHm POTATOES & GIA.VY
1 ROLL

•
Being President of MSU
Is aVery Busy Job
We Congratulate You,
Dr. Sparks
ONE-HOUR MARTINIZING

117 SOUTH 9da

EAST SIDE OF SQUAll

was 13 per cent, but the local
estimate was an even higher. 20
per cent.
When questioned "Do you personally know any students who
have taken such drugs," the
Murray survey revealed 57 percent knew d no one who had
taken LSD or Marijuana. Nationally, only 51 per cent answered
similarly.
In answer to the question
"What per cent d. the students
at Murray would you say take
these drugs," the students estimated 4.6 per cent, corresponding closely to the Gallup Poll
which reported 4 per cent.
Nationally about 6 per cent had
tried marijuana and only about
1 per cent had tried LSD.
Out of the 252 local students
considered, 21 admitted having
tried Marijuana, ror a high 8. 33

(

p-

per cent. However. only 2 d.
the 252 reported having tried
LSD, for a low 0.79 per cent.
Replies to "What is your meDtal picture «i the type of college
student who goes ln for drugs..
ranged from confused, hippy, depressed. a protestor, long hair,
Insecure, mixed-up, to any type
of student.
The majority or the surveyed
stated that they would take a
stand against the use of these
drugs if they bad a son or daughter in college.
The local poll was distrlbut.ed in White, Hart, Springer, Heste~ Elizabeth, Wells, and Woodl
·1ne national pciu was taken
by Dr. George Gallup' s American
Institute of Public Opinion for
the Reader's Digest; results were
published in the magazine's N~
vember Issue.
~

lappa Della

says
''Bail To Tile Clliel"
Dr. Sparks

JACISOI PDCBlSE P.U.
For P .C:.L LoaDs
Bee. Call. or Write
Keys Keel
305 N. 4th ST.

MUIRAY, KY.
753·5602

TABEBS BODY SHOP
1301 CHESTNUT

24-Bour Wrecker Service
D•y Phone •• • 753-3134
N ight Phones • • • 753-~30 3 tnd 753-6177

''WRECKS A SPECIALTY"
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UNIVERSITY EXISTS FOR THE STUDENTS':

No Immediate Major Changes in Policy, Declares Dr. Sparks
By G•ry Gr• c•
The Administration Building is
new. The r1Cices therein are new.
But more importantly the man
who sits in the new president's
<trice In the new Administration
Building is new.
This is the look of President
Harry M. Sparks and the position to which he was elected last
week. He is the successor to Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, who was MSU's
president Cor a tenure ~ halt ot
this school's 44-year existence.
The natural reaction one has to
this situation Is curioslt..v about
any prospective changes.
With reprd to this, Presidel1t

Sparks said he plans no major
changes or reorganization for the
immediate future. In conjunction
with the Administrative Council,
be stated that he plans to review and study the plans, needs,
and goals r1 the school. In addition, the new president feels that
a statement ot policy, in written
form, Is needed.
•'This cype ot policy Is needed
so that it wIll be more effective
and more binding. When it !&outdated by future or wlforeseen
developments, it should be ellm·
inated," he said.
When asked about the reaslbilit..v r1 having student representaon tbe Board ot
Dr.

ou•STIONS .•..• Gary Grace, a reporter for The Murrey State
News, Interviewed President Herry M. Sparks shortly •flw lw
took the oath of the presidency Monday morning.

Sparks replied: •'Student repre.
scntation on the Board could
serve only in the capacity r1 counsel. In order for them to have a
vote on the board, the board members themselves -would have to
take action or a special act passed
by the General Assem':>ly would
be necessary. Under present restrictions, however, any studem
or faculty representative would
only be a vested-interest group."
President Sparks, on the subject
~ his position, said
that 81'\Y admimstratlve post is
one In which that man can work
with the protesslonal staff r1 an
organization " ••.to bring about a
cohesive, comprehensive. c~
operative effort. A president
must be responsible."
"An Institution will make pr~
gress and achieve desirable goals
only through the efforts~ its various divisions. The president, or
leader, or whatever you want to
call him, must support these divisions and take the responsibilItY for their actions," he explained.
President Sparks very emphatically declared that a schoOl,
Murray State or 81'\Y other such
institution, was in existencesolely for the benefit r1 the ~
dems. "And as far as advancement is concerned," Dr. Sparks
asserted, "whenever something
is done to further the education
ot the student, then the university is adVanced."
On the subject ot student grievances, Dr. Sparks admitted that
he was r run.v knowledgeable
or these.

Only Three Injured in Frigid Return
on the Western Kentucky t'arkway, the automobllehewaarldq
In rammed Into the back oC another car, throwrlnl him tbroulb
the windshield. Burkett, wbo now
has 40 sdtches tn hls face and
is once again settling down to
his studies, doesn't particularly
like to talk about the mishap.
Julie McEliece, a senior from
Edina, Minn., commented that
it took her 14 hours to get to
Murray from Chicago. "We slid
all the way back to Murray and
we were very lucky we made it."
Rich Robbins, a senior from
Louisville, said that the West.ern Kentucky Parkway was the
most hazardous part of his trip.
"What is usually a four-hour
trip back to Murray took me nine
hours," he commented. "It was
night time and we especially
had to go slow because of the
many
roadgraders and salt
trucks ronnl~ without any
lights."
Ken Huffman, a senior from Union City, Ind., commented: ''Tile
worst part ot the trlp was from
Louiavllle on down to Murray.
We had it bad all the way
through, and we sure didn't Clnd
any relief when we reached Cdloway Councy. The roads wer e ley
and fog made it bard to see."
Blll Stubbs, a senJor from Marlon, Ind., who rebmled 1o Murray
via the Western Kentucky Parhway complained about the 1"086cl~ procedure oC the hfgb-

The Palace's
JaiGBAMBDGEB
''l..s cbar-lwoilecl,.
Regular 55c SeDer

Special39c willa lhis ad
Wed.- Thar.- Fri.
Jaanary 10. II, 12

TQ Palaca Drive Ia 753-•

I

OATH TAKEN ••••• l wearlnt In the new MSU p,..ldent, Dr.
Harry Sparks, Is Mr. M. 0 . Wrather, public relations ell,.._, The
ceremonies took pl•c• Monday In the Administration Bldg.

~httiM ,.. ~~ llilki'ns
315 Cent rr :-:trel'l

MURRAY A WELCOME SIGHT:

By Tom M•thews
It was a beautiful Christmas
and New Y.Ws tor many, Wltb
snow and sub-zero temperatures
Corctna the students to deck out
In their &!avy winter clothes.
The mood had been pertectand
everybody had Plrticipated in
the holiday spirit until Jan. 3
rolled around. The students were
then raced with the long, treacherous journey back to Murray.
This New Year's journey back
to school was one or the worst,
wlth three to four inches or
snow, sleet, and freezing rain
blanketing Kentucky and Plrts
of Illinois and Indiana.
The weather conditions were
so bad in Kentucky that the administration was forcedtocancel
school onWednesday giving the
students one more day to make
their return as safely as possible.
And fortunately Cor Murray
State students, there weren't any
serious traffic accidents.
Fender-benders were plentifUl
and many students are still r&o
living thoee cold qonlzlng moments as they slid otf the roads
into ditches, ran over road slpa,
and rammed into the rear-ends
oC other automobiles.
Gary Bur kett, a junior from
Matawan, N.J., experienced one
or these render-benders in a more
seriQUs manner. For ced to slow
down for a stopped plow ~~k

~

wer
bad enoush. and
instead
ot
waye department.
"'lbe
roaaa
cieartrw just one Jane, tbeywould
pad8 off -about two miles of one
lane, and then two mllea of tlie
other lane, forcing carstoswitch
lanes constantly."
The latest tally taken by Miss
Lillian Tate, dean of women, and
Mr. Nonnan 0. Lane, director
of housing, reveals that two girIs,
Terry Bollng, Glenwood, Ill.,
and Billie Hendrik, West Paducah, sustained a broken arm
and broken pelvis, r espectively.
All the men in the dormitories,
according to Mr. Lane, returned
safely.
To many students returning
from home after a happy vacation, school is a depressing place.
But this year Murray was a
welcome sight for those who had
to travel long distances on the
hazardous highways.

l, huur 2.J7 -2~23

:\fayfield, Ky .-42066
Weddlntts In color
All woril by 8 ppointment enly

!=====================:::::
We Slap
To Caagralalale
Dr. Sparks

Family Shoe Store
510 Main St.

The Future
Looks Bright
with
Dr. Sparks
5th President
of
Murray State University
Callowaq Counh) Lumber Companq
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Miss Smith Commissioned 'Colonel'
ar A.-c.rtw
1011 can have in the ecklcadoa
Nisi Ruble Sadtb. School ol fteld.
Mias Smith feel• that 10eieey
F4acatloa, wu aamed a ..Kentueky Colonel" by Gov. Edward aoiM&iiDN expecta IDo much
from tbe teacher. but tbe)t do not
T. Breathitt Oil Dee. 11.
. . . to ralae salarlea.
"'Money lhould not be a teacher' s main goal, thoulb,'' she

a.

uqlle tor all bel' ltlldeld&
IDa1lta that carla~ In' ~
is a major eoaeera for JIU'IIU

., well

u teecbera.

Mill Smith is llstecUn "'Who's
Wbo in American F.dlleatloa.••
Tbe new "Colouel'" atatlld •tt
feel that It Ia always Jn honor
to be reoognized by the ~

• 'Firat should come a
sincere concern
children."
Miss &nlth tries to set an ex- vernor."

says.

anardent fan ·

of II sports

Hunt's

for

;
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'Lights' Begin Full Rehearsals;
Singers, Dancers Announced
"Campus Lights" will begin
tull rehearsals next week, according to Joe Grant, director
or the student production scheduled for Feb. 22-24.
In preparation for tho three
night performances, Grant will
bring together more than 100
students for intensive rehearsals
more than a month before opening night.
Considered by many as one of
the finest college productions
of its kind, "Camp.~s Lights" is
sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha and
Sigma Alpha Iota, professional
music fraternities. .
Grant listed 58 students as
members o! the "Lights" s~
ing chorus.
The first sopranos are:
Judy Baker, Cadiz; Kathy Harshey, Glenridgc, N.J.; Charlotte
Jones, Herrin, Ill.; Rita Lane,
Murray; Phyllis Mitchell, Murray; Janet Mochel, Downers
Grove, Ill.; and Sara Strode,
stanley.
Second sopranos are:
JoAnne Casiero, Mayfield; Jennifer Dowdy, Hopkinsville; Cla~
dia Gatewood, Owensboro; Rosemary Goad, Springfield, Tenn.;
Dana Tichenor, Centertown;Jane
Watts, Paducah; and Terry Whi~
aker, Murray.
Students selected for first-alto
parts are:
Julie Arbuckle, Paducah; La·
donna Barclay, Mayfield; Ginger
Jones, Princeton; Judy Linder,
Covington; Cyn Lowe, Akron,
Ohio; Beverly Petty, Hopkinsville; Cluny McPherson, Bardstwon; Judy Novak, Orland Park,
Ill.; \'ivian Walton, Cape Girardeau, Mo.; and Sula Weston,
Paris, Tenn.
Those chosen ror second-alto
parts are:
C h e r y 1 Benda, Looi~ville;
vicki Dunkerson, Paducah; Nancy Hughes, Paducah; Maribeth
Kaegi, Cavl'-in-Rock, lll.; Susan
Oliger, Blue River, Ill.; Emi' ly Scott, Madisonville; Linda
Shirk, Pa~cah; Margie Smith,
Jamestown, N.Y.; Lanette Underwood, Murray; and Mary
Wilkey, Dawson Springs.
First tenors are:
Thomas George, Salem; David H e n n e, Murray; Cletus
Murphey, Murray; an Mike
Wilkins, Lynnville.
Second tenors are:
Tim Caire 1, Providence;
John Chaffin, Paducah; Bill
Hogue, Mt. Vernon, Ill.; E.L.
Lancaster, Dover, Tenn. ; Bill
Reynolds, Mt. Vernon, Ill; and
Steve Wyatt, Paducah.
First-bass roles went to:
Bill Averitt, Paducah; .J ohn
Davis, Mayfield; Curtis Hart,
Sheperdsvillc; Doug Horn. 1-: 11za-

NOW HEADS SECURITY FORCE:

Booth Gets 'Awarding' Retirement
By Pat Moynahan

bethtown; Adam Rusctuval, Louisville; and Hilton Thomas, Mayfield.
Those with second-bass parts
are:
Greg Baccus, Murray; Keith
C ash, Madisonville; Leonard
Crawford, Murray; AI Gardner,
Greenville; Rick Lassiter, Windfall, Ind.; Tommy Persall, Murray; Don Reese, Owensboro; and
Ken Thomas, Murray.
The 16-mcmber daDCingchorus
consists of:
D e b b i e Kaster, t:inclnnati,
Ohio; Sally Ann Pirtle, Water
valley; Kaye Beaman, Murray;
Christine Stepowany, Tenton,
N.J. ; Susan Morrow, Louisville,
Amalia Dimond, Louisville; Debbie Dibble, Murray; Beverly
Humphries, Mayfield.
Don Gooding, Spring Lake,
Mich.; Brad Smith, Owensboro;
Philip Pitt, Paducah; Dean Rodgers, Murray; Kent Bradley, P&tersburg, Ill.; steve Wilson,
W icklifre; David Babbs, Sturgis;
and E.L. Lancaster, Dover, Tenn.

Old soldiers never die, nor
do they fade away. They continue to serve.

Birdsong Named
To Succeed Booth
As Head of ROTC been

The award points out that Col,
Booth' s efforts resulted in the
MSU cadet corps receivilli the
top rating at the ROTC Summer.
Camp in both 1966 and 1967,
while in competition with 90 other
colleges and universities.

Col. Lance E. Booth, professor of military science at MSU
since August, 1962, retired from
the Army Dec. 31. However, he
wlll continue to serve the university as chief of security police.

ers), a flight-training program,
and r1Cle and pistol teams which
have received national honors
and recognition.
The inscx:J.pt:ion on the Legion
of Merit citation reade: "Hi4

Upon retirement, Col. Booth
was awarded the Legion of Mer-it, the Department of the Army"s
second highest award tor meritorious service. The citation
recognizes Col. Booth's tenure
of accomplishments during more
than 25 years af active duty,
especially his work with the Murray State ROTC program.
The Legion ofMeritcommends
Col. Booth for "demonstrating
professional competence, sound
judgment, umsual sldll, and r&o
soorceful direction which revitalized the ROTC program at the
University,"

During his five years as pro.
Col. Eff W. Birdsong has
lessor of military science, Col.
named head or the military-sci- Booth made many innovations and
ence department and commander additions to the ROTC program.
of the local Reserve Officer He initiated the establishment
Training Corps unit, succeeding of a countergucrilla unit (RangCol. Lance E. Booth who retired Dec. 31.
Col. Birdsong, who was born
in Mexia, Tex., received his
BS degree from the University of
Maryland with a major in military science and a minor in history.
He also attended the Artillery
and Guided Missile School and
1 ILOCK
the Command and General Staff
College.
IIIOM CAMPUS
Married and the Cather or a son
and daughter, Col. Birdsong is
a member or the ~urray Rotary
Club and St. John's Episcopal
Church.

nower Shop

Phon(\ 753-3981
s. 15th
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legacy to Murray State University ls a vastly Improved ROTC
program oriented toward producing highly qualified commissioned omcers with the United
States Army. u
.
Befor e taking over as professor of military science at MSU,
Col. Booth served in command
positions, including battalion
commander and battalion staff
appointments: He also served
with Military Assistance Advisory groups in Japan and Vietnam.
Col. Booth served as an armor
officer during World ll. He participated in the campaigns of Normandy, the Rhineland, ArdeMes,
Northern France, and Central
Europe.

Col. Lance E. Booth

He has received numerous awards and decorations in addition
to the Legion of Merit, includinc
the Distinguished Unit Citation,
the French Fourrager, the Silver
Star, and the Bronze Star with
oak-loaf cluster.

Best Wishes
To
DR. SPARKS
lad Coldinued Growth
of Murray Slate

Sav-Rite

B

u
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Wishing You
The Best,
DR. SPARKS

A BETTER GASOLIHE- FOR LESS
W. MAIN & 7th ST., MURRAY

Sladenl, Faculty DiscoiULI
Guaranteed Highest Ouallly

SAVE~

Ward-Elkins

STAMPS

FOR FREE GASOLIIE
Other Nearby Direct Service Stations
MAYFIELD- PARIS- BERTON
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A FOUNTAIN SEEMS MORE APPROPRIATE:

Council Urged to Reconsider Memorial Idea
The Student Council has been
meeting with campus organization
heads to discuss raising funds to
purchase and erect a carillon on
campus.
The council is sponsoring the
project to construct a permanent
monument in appreciation for Or.
Ralph H. Woods' 22 years of service
to Murray State.
The intention is good but the end
result, a set of musical bells, Is not
the most appropriate choice.

visitors 24 hours per day of its purpose. A carillon, which would sit
on top of a building, could only be
used during certain hours during
the evenings. Even then, people
hearing its sound would not be
aware of why it was ringing.
Also there is a fund already started for building a fountain on campus. Last year's senior class left the
balance of its treasury to be used
"for the construction of a fountain
only." This money cannot be used
for the purpose of a carillon or any-

In the first place, the council is
trying to raise a total of $28,000.
If such a sum is collected, it will not
buy a good carillon. These intricate
mechanisms will not produce a
quality sound for much less than
$100,000.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks has returned
We on The News feel that a to Murray State to occupy the unifountain would be a more likely versity's top administrative post choice. A beautiful fountain could the presidency.
be erected for the same amount of
The News congratulates Or.
money it would take to buy a cheap
Sparks
on his new appointment.
carillon .
We also congratulate the new presiThe fountain could be placed on dent for his past accomplishments
the lawn of the New Administra- in the field of education.
tion Bldg. It would serve as a conWe feel these accomplishments
stant reminder of the man to whom and the experience gained working
it was built to honor. A plagque toward them will provide Dr.
placed at its base would inform Sparks with the proper impetus to

t~ing

else except a tount1on: Why
let it sit idle, doing nothing?
The campus needs something
physical to add to its beauty. A
fountain would help fulfill this
rieed and at the same time it would
honor Or. Woods.
We believe a fountain is a more
logical choice and would be more
likely to gain the support of campus
groups and alumni. We urge the
Student Council to consider this suggestion before proceeding toward
the erectioR of any major tribute to
Dr. Woods.

Back to school again, huh? You know
though, I'm really not too disappointed
to be here. Maybe it was the extra day,
tacked on to the pre-vacation extra day
we had already been given. At any rate,
being back isn't half as bad as I expected.

It did slr5.ke me as odd, and somewhat
unfair, that on Friday night before
school was officially dismissed at Murray
State for the Christmas holidays (Dec.
15 would be m the day under discussion)
the school cafeteria did not serve meals.
It was my understanding that when you
purchase a meal ticket at the beginning
of the semester, you may correctly assume that you will receive a meal if you
so desire three times a day every day
school is in session - depending, of
course, on whether you purchased a fiveor seven-day meal ticket.
Classes were not dism.issed until 12
noon on Dec. 16 (Saturday). Absences
were recorded in those Saturday classes
and students were blessed with an extra
hour on graduation requirements for not
attending. However, meals were not
in the cafeteria.
keep Murray State growing at a served
Granted, the- campus seemed sparsely
rapid pace a~d lift it to even higher populated on that particular eve; but,
nonetheless, those of us who were
realms in the future.
fortunate enough to be left here certainly
Dr. Sparks has held Kentucky's needed something to eat.
Pre·Christmas pocketbooks have a tenhighest educational post, the office dency
to be fiat, but lDOSt students
of State Superintendent of Public weren't bothered by this fact at noon on
Friday. We assumed that we would be
Instruction. The duties of this office fed
adequately on Friday night - and
provided him with thorough know- perhaps even on Saturday morning, and
then would be made more financially
ledge of education on the state able
by the bolder of the purse-str:lngs
level. This will enable our president at home.
Perhaps a little foresight and conto take full advantage of available
sideration for the students left here that
opportunities to improve MSU.
last day could remedy this problem
Or. Sparks' knowledge of ad- which seemed so traumatic on that last
Fr:iday night to the unfed student.

Sparks' Accomplishments in Education
Provide Good Training for New Post

Early Preparation Eliminates
The Confusion of Late Finishes
Finals are just around the corner!
This is something everyone is
aware of, but most of us don't like
to think about it. Since finals are inevitable, however, an early start in
preparing for them can lessen their
devastation.
First, collect all materials from
the semester's work. This includes
class notes, hand-out sheets, and
all sources of information used In
each course. This may seem a simple task until you start looking for
them.
You should make sure you have
notes from each class period. If you
are lacking such notes, seek the assistance of someone in your class to
supply them. Completing this task
early will help you avoid wasting
precious last-minute study time.
Once you have all your materials
collected and arranged in proper
sequence you are ready to begin re-

vle~ing. Short reviews each day until finals can eliminate most of your
study problems. Forgotten information will become more vivd at test
time if it is "re-learned" a little each
day.
Early review will also give you
a chance to discover which points
are unclear to you. Thus you will
have ample time to ask the teacher
to explain them to you.
Review past tests if they have
been returned. See if you now understand the questions you missed.
Those same questions could appear
again on the final.
The key to studying for final
exams is starting early. Trying to
cram a semester's information into
the brain in one night is like opening the doors to the Sports Arena
one minute before game time. The
result: Confusion.
So start early for a good finish!

ministrative procedures will not be
impeded by a lack of familiarity
with our campus. He served on the
MSU faculty for 15 years prior to
his election to public office in 1964.
Because Dr. Sparks is familiar
with both state and MSU admini·
stration, he will know what steps
need to be taken and the proper
channels that must be travelled to
make them productive for Murray
State.
Again, congratulations, President
Sparks. We are looking forward to
working with you for the betterment of Murray State University.

I

}' ather · So you want to marry my
daughte-r - why, you couldn't even keep
her in underwear.
Young man : Well, sir, you haven't
been doing too well yourself.

Counselor: Sit down and tell me what
your school marka are.
Small boy: I can't sit down and tell
you; I just told my parents.
Conceited coed : When I walk down the
~ple clap their huda.
Boyfriend: Yeah, clap them over the5r
eyes.

street,

Student of statistics: Do you know that
I breathe a man dies?
Friend: Very int.erestmg. Have you
tried toothpaste?

ev~ime
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Hate to start the new year's ftrSt
column by rehashing old opinions, but
there is one thing which I want to touch
on again .
. About the drill team which I suggested
1D a past column .. .
To refresh memories, my suggestion
was for a "showy, precision corps" US·
ing our Thoroughbred theme and having
the team members appear in racing silks
in the colors of Kentucky's major stables
using whips in their routines, and step:
ping high ~n black patton knee·boots.
To me it seems that such a corps
would be multi-~urpose.
It could give Murray, at the very least,
state·wide publicity. I~ would be an op·
portunity to involve more students in a
campus activity; stiff competition in the
try.outs would be a sound start on the
road t.o success for the team. It could
be a group which all Murray students
would be proud to recognize as repre·
sentatlve of their school
· ·
I was not suggesting that the Silver
Stars disband (They arc the present military drill team for coeds). I do not pro·
fess to be an expert on drill teams. I am
only "any student" who sits in the stands
or stands along the sidewalk during a
parade. And I believe my feelings are
typical of "the average college Joe'' In my column .l d'ld not intend to
criticize the Silver Stars - in fact, I had
scarcely thought of them while writing
it. It's true that I've never seen them perform as was mentioned by one of the of.
ficers in the Jetter published Dec. 13. And
that is part of what I'm trying to say.
I haven't seen them, nor has nine
tenths of the student body. Nor wUl we
ever see them. They are military and in
that field, may be very good, but I
don't think they accomplish the goals set
forth for the proposed drill corps.
I must mention, however. becauae i t
bas been mentioned so frequently to me,
that the consensus of much of the campus seems to have been that the Silver
Stars had trouble "walking" together in
the Homecoming parade.
I understand that a high-sehool drill
team, similiar to the one I have proposed, has been invited to perform at the
haOtime of one of Murny's home basketball games.
Watch this high school team. Think
about my suggestion~, and then we will
see what the campus opinion seems to
be concerning the organization of such a
Thoroughbred chill corps.
Congratulations to Alpha Phi Gamma.
journalism honorary, for its initiative in
helping capture the Christmas atmos~here at Murray.
Did :you 'DOtke the red and green glow
the Administration Bldg. had before
Christmas?
Alpha Phl Gamma covered the floodli~ts around the base of the buDding
With red and green material to create
this effect. The eost was minimal as
was the work, but the Idea wu defiiiltely
creative and .c:ommendable.
So congratulationa IDd thlllk·JOU.
Alpha Phi Gamma.
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FIGURE OF HOPE DIRECTS HIS JOURNEY ONWARD:

Little 1968 Walks a New Road, but Old Faces Hover Close By
By Sltaron Phillips

'68 is here! He arrived exactly on time, .swathed in blankets
of white snow-6 sparkling New
Year as yet unblemished by time
and man.
At ten days of age, '68 has
already encountered some obstacles as he toddles about. For
instance, little '68 discovered a
couple of cooing white birds flying around over his head; each
bird had charred wings and an
exhausted look in its eyes. When
'68 managed to catch one he found
"Made it Viet Nam" stamped
across Us belly. Needless to

say the birds (though somewhat
wearily) are still flying.
As '68 unsteadily tested his
legs, he was almost run down by
an elephant and a donkey who
seemed to by engaged in · some
kind of footrace.
Watching the animals disappearing into the horizon, '68
realized that there was someone
behind him. Every time '68 took
a step the specter also took a
step, stopping when he stopped.
As the wind blew the dark cloak
of the apparition aside, '68 saw
"h i g h w a y a c c i d e n t s,"
"murder.'' and "war" etched in
timeless wrinkles across the face
or Death.

Turning form the grim sight.
'68 noticed ~ rather dis~i~h
cd looking man running in the
opposite direction from the donkey and the elephant. Dragging a
suitcase behing him with "Michigan or Bust" scrawled across it,
the man seemedpreoccupiedwith
a well-worn road map he clutched in his hand.
Walking on lltUe, '68 suddenly saw small white objects floating through the air. Thinkingthat
they were the birds again, '68
reached out for one of themonly to discover that it was a
piece ot paper saying: "Write
your congrcssmen--s u p p o r t

SYNCRONIZE YOUR ' IS' AND YOUR 'INTENDS-TO-BE':

taxes. Looking to see where the
pamphlets came from, he could
just make out the dim ouUlne of
a Stetson disappearing into the
sunset.
Before '68 had gone far a small,
wistful littel boy about his size
fell in step with him. Than
a funny-looking kid aatride a
doghouse joined them. The little
boy kept talking in a happy voice
about the joys or waiting in a
vegetable patch Cor someone called the "Great Pumpkin,'' and the
funny-looking kid kept soaring
around on his house muttering
something under his breath about
a Red Baron.
As they walked along '68 turn-

ed to see il Death were still
stalking behind them. &Ire enough
he was still there, but by his
side and a little to the front
or him was a figure in white
which '68 recognized at once as
the figure or Hope. Reassured,
'68 continued his iourney with
resolutions oC Jan. 1 lC you his two com';)anloos.
haven't already, and resolve to
make every day a new day - ...- - - - - - - - - - •
a day or posslbllity of change
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
and promise of progress.
Counterbalance the lnadcqua.
SERVICES
cies of each resolution made
Farm•r Ave. at 17th St.
with determination, firmness,
Murray, Ky.
constancy, will, and conviction,
and when Jan. 1 rolls around
Sunday at 11 • · m.
next year, you won•tttndyourself
2nct
Wednelday at I p. m.
with nothing worthwhile but the
paper on which your resolutions
ALL WILCDMI
arc written.
'"'"'-Bible
Speeb to ':fov"
You'll look back ana una a
Station WNBS, 1340 K.C.
memorlable past year. You'll
Swwlay at 1:15 a. m.
look forward not to throwing
away the old you, but to further
improvement oC the new and acceptable you.
A n d you won•t be hearing
"thought-talks" because your
"is" and your ' 'intends-to-be"
will be too nearly the same to
be se~rated.

Jan.l Just a Day-Every Day Offers Opportunity
By Peegy Dwyer

''Ah, what a new person I'm
to become during this new year.
I met 1968 head on and came to
grips with It. I'd been thinking
for at least two days of all the
things which I could resolve to
change starting at zero-hour,
1968, and I was really ready
to wave goodbye to that old year
and old me.
"My llst of resolutions won't
be topped by anyone' s and Pll
be as good-e-person as ever
anyone will have the opportunity
to meet, once I've slipped into
the pattern I've chosen for myself. I can hold my head high •••

"But wait a minute. Let's see;
iC today is Jan. 4, that. means an
eighty-fifth of my year to change
has already sUpped away, and I
still seem to be the same ole

me.
"How can that be? What's ha~
pened to aU the resolutions I
wrote down7 And \\'here is that
new me?''
We don't 'have to be eavesdropping iC we happen to hear fragments or a conversation much
like this one. Ws probably just
a "thought-talk" between our own
"is" and our "intends-to-be."
If it appears a Little trite
and stale, don't even be surprised since It' s probably one
which has been carried on every
Jan. 3 or 4 since we've been
old enough to know the meaning
of the word resolution.
lC, then, we are so knowledgeable about resolutions, why can't
we make them work for us?
Where have they gone?

to be and the over-all goals
we wish that person to accomplish. Then we place a subtitle
on the component parts of that Individual. And finally we assign
a system of rules to each sector in order to attain the goal
of each aspect and become, ultimately, that .,most desirable
me." •
There is certainly no harm
in this process. All of us could
and should improve, and Improvement deals in specifics not ge~
eralities.
So we still haven't found the
Claw.
Let' s check those terms again
- determination, firmness, constancy, will, and conviction.
On New Year's everyone has
a tendency to wipe the slate
clean and make a new start. In
nearly every ease the individual
attempts to make the transition
from what he is to what he i~
tends-to-be by several rapid,
drastic changes. And he Calls.
Why? Because he makes the
resolutions under pressure when
be is caught up in the mood or
the day (everyone is golng to
make a new start). He decides
to change without even having
a real desire to do so.

worse still, maybe the conviction is lost.
We find it harder to overcome
a past fallureandtryagainthanto
~in fresh. We fall at the beginning or the New Year, and fail
to have the courage to attempt
to change until the mood of the
~ catches us again 365 days
later.
Every day is a new day and
every day has just as much op.
The terms Webster uses just portunlty tor resolutions to be
won't fit. Another year's effort made as does Jan. 1.
of a few days is wasted,but,
So forget your New Year' s
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Webster uses several words
in connection with the word reso-

lution: determination, firmness ,
constancy, wlll and conviction.
Then presumably these should
also be a.wllcable to the "resolutions we make? He implies converting a complex idea into ita
simpler elements.
Let' s consider our resolutions.
Ar e we reducing the whole into
a simpler form?
Well, we are trying. We take
the idea of the person we wish

SUNDAY, 7:10 p. m.

......
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WHAT'S YOUR SHAPE?

If Your Face Classifies You as a Square-Hide the Cornersl
By Deb Mathia

!rom your forehead to your chin?
Then you fall in the oblong line.
The answer to your problem is
to shorten the racial lines.
A dark make-up foundation applied Ul'lder the cheek bones and
a blush f1 color along the bones
will break the line and begin

Facial shape? Just how important is it'?
Well, it should Influence your
make-up techniques and y o u r
hairstYles.
So your major task is to determine just which shape best fits the curve.
your face.
The oblong face usually means
This is really simply done. a square chin. To give a curved
Just look with a mirror at your look to the chin, eyebrows should
race with one eye closed. Draw curve well beyond the corners
the outline you see on the glass rA the eyes.
and them compare it with the baEye-shadow should be empba.
sic facial shapes.
It it is oval, then that is one
point for you.
The oval-shape face is considered to be the ideal shape. It
is approximately three-fourths as
wide as it Is long and the width
between the eyes shouldequalthe
width rA one eye.
This oval look should be the
aim or both your hairstyle and
your make-up.
However, if you were n o t
blessed with perfection. allis not
lost. There are beauty secrets
which can help you have that
perfect look.
Perhaps you have aroundface.
Then your task is to lengthen
its appearance.
First, apply darker foundation
to the fullness rA the jaw. Add
a faint touch of blush toward the
center of the cheek.
To avoid adding fullness to the
face, the eyebrows should be kept
short. Too, eye-shadow shouldbe
centered at about the middle c1
the eyelid.
A wide, full mouth should be
driwn with the use of straight
Jines.
The hairscyle selected should
have ma,e height than width. A
si.de part will help minimize the
round appearance. Buildiruz thP
• hair higher on one side than ~
the other will help olfset the ,
tullness.
A square face may be more sized along the outer corner and
simlliar to your own. I! this becoming lighter toward the nose.
The mouth should have a soft,
is the case, then the secret is
round appearance.
to remove the corners.
Minimizing the squareness of
Width is the word for hairthe jaw by blending in a darker styles. The coiffure shouldcover
foundation is one make-up tech- at least part oC the forehead.
nique. Blend a semicircle of Long hanging hair should be avoiblushing color under the eyes. ded.
This will give the face a more
It you have aheart-shapedtace,
oval look.
Eyebrows should have a definite curve. An upward slant of
eye-shadow should also be ap.
plied. Emphasize the eyes near
the outside rather than near the
nose.
The mouth should have a full,
round appearance with tho corners coming to a definite point
below the center of the eye.
Hairstyles for the square race
should be high and uneven. Avoid
the straight, square look and the
slicked-back styles. Curvy locks
are the squares' secret.
Does it seem like an eternity

then you, too, must employ several beauty techniques.
Your objective should be toreduce the appearance of width at
the temple.
To reduce the broad look at
the forehead and at the temples
a dark foundation can be blended
at the temple hairline to about
an inch in on the face. If the
chin has a pointed look, the darker shade or make-up can be ap.
plied horizontally across the end
or the chin.
Color should be added to the

cheek under the middle of the
eye and blended out along the
cheek bone to the end of the eye.
Eyebrows should be arched and
rounded rather than pointed. Mascara and eye-shadow should en.
hance the entire eye rather than
Just a portion or it.
The mouth should emphasize
horizontal width ratherthanlength. The lower lip should form a
horizontal line between tho nostrils. The upper lip should have
a sc1t, unexaggerated curve.
Fullness at the lower portion

FINAL
CLEARANCE
ON

Winler
Shoes!
Odd... ndEnd T1ble
only

$3
Two Other
S1leT•bles

only

$5 aad $7
ALL OTHERS GREAnY REDUCED
AT THE

SHOE TREE
Sale Starts Tomorrow at 9 a. m.

The hairstyle you c h o o s e
should have long lines and a s~
look. Avoid fullness at the tem·
ples and a bare forehead.
The last basic racial shape
is the diamond shape.
If you fall in this category,
then your aim should be to m.in.lmize the width of the cheek.
This can be done with a touch
c1 blush very high under the eye
and fading along the temple to
the hairline.
Straight is the word for the
eyebrows with only a slight curve.
This will widen the forehead.
Eye.;shadow should begin close
to the eye along the inside and
out to the eyebrows.
The lines of the mouth should
be kept delicate and natural.
The hairstyle you c h o o s e
shOuld point toward two goals.
1t should broaden the forehead
and widen the chin.
Covering the forehead will help
achieve one or the goals. Width
along the jaw will further the
second goal.
Now that yott know the shapes,
which are you?
Diamond, oblong, round, heart,
or square it's no matter. You
too, can have the perfect oval
look.
Just try n few oC the beauty
secrets. We'll never tell!

Heart Shape

r·-·-==-·,.,

Diamond Shape
Square Face
~--------------------~

HOLLAID
DRUGS

face.

Oblong Face

Round Face

SHALDIAR

rA the face should be the fundamertal plan for the heart-shaped
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SOCIAL WHIRL:

New Year Brings Many Diamonds
By Deb Mathia

Mulkey-WIIklnson

Tlgllo-Know._•

Karen Mulkey (Alpha Omicron
The New Year is well undeJ'oo
way nnd so arc the social ac- Pi), Freeburg, Ill., to Art Wilkinson (Alpha Tau Omega), Be- ,
tivities .
As the New Year approached mcnt, Dl.
did you maJ<e a number of resoWettle-Key
lutions?
H so, then one of them should
&!san Wcttle, Louisville, to
have been to make the most of
Rick Key (PI Kappa AlPha), Louthe remaining semester.
This means both academically isvllle.
and socially!
Youngerman· T1clewell
Resolve to take part in the activities that the various organiMary Youngerman (Sigma Slgzations offer.
ma Sigma.), Murray, to Rlcl< Tide-well
(Pi Kappa Alpha), Murray.
You'll find your New Year will
be a happier and more profitable one.
Elcher· Beter

Joanne Tiglio (Alpha Sigma
Alpha), Pittsburgh, Penn., to
Jim Knowles (Alpha Gamma Rho),
Owensville.
Regan-Gunter
Charlene Ragan (Alpha Sgma
Alpha), Sikeston, Mo., to Larry
Gunter (Alpha Gamma Rho), Fulton.
Dewaon-Dulln
Judy Dawson (Alpha Sigma Al)
•
Stan Dulin
pha • Philpot, to
(Lambda Chi Alpha '67 grad~o~ate), Louisville.

Scavenger Hunt
Janet Eicher, Louisville, to
Gamma pledge class of Sig- Richard Berger. Peekskill, N.Y.
ma Nu won a scavenger hunt sponGna ..tkndrlx
sored by the Theta pledge class
of Alpha Phi Omega.
Candy Gnas, Chicago, m., to
Members representing Sigma
Nu were Larry Alexander, Mad- Bill Hendrix. Cincinnati, Ohio.
isonville, Richard Ledford, CaRlley·GIIIIa m
diz, and RoMie Glles, WickHCfe.
Diane Riley (Sigma~ Slgrna), Calvert City, to Tom GUKD Shoe Shine
llam (Pi Kappa Alpha), Benton.
Kappa Del ta will sponsor a
shoe shine Wednesday from 10
Mulllns·KIIe
a.m. until 5 p.m.
Sloes will be shined in Hart
Dianne Mullins, Madisonville,
to Allen Kile, Clinton.
Hall and The Hut for 2Sc.

Marrlatlft

.OUT WINNERS . •• • • Tattoos, 1mM
end wild co1en
were th• thlnga at the Paycheclellc Dence Friday night. Wfnnera of
the coatume contest were Don Maupin (left), Murray, end Linde
Rel11, Belmar, N. J.

Sh1rp-Burto"
Nancy ~rp (Alpha Omicron
Pi), Mt. Vernon, Ill., to J im
Burton, Mt. Vernon, Dl.
W~R.....

Becky Wooten. Valley Station,
to Robert Reeder, Valley Station.
W••n·Sblllon
Darlene Waters, Grand Rivers, to Jolvl Stellioo (PI Kappa
Alpha), Paducah.
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GINSIURO-

BEARDSLEY'S IEASTIES -

PSYCHEDS.Je -

- POSTERS-

ONE BLOCK FROM FIVE POINTS ON MAYAaD HWY.

PI. . . .Active Dane.
Tau Kap~ Epsilon pledge-active dance will be Friday night at
8 at the Woodman of the World
Bldg.
•
The Humans will provide the
entertainment.

ALL GOOD WISIIES
PresideDI Barry ll Sparks

Pinnings
Among the recent pinnings on
campus are: 9\eryl Garrott (Sig-

DR. SPARKS

lo

ma Sgma Sigma), Huntsvllle,
Ala., to Bob Tanner (Sigma Chi),
Benton; Janice Lockwood (Sigma
Sigma Sigma), Paducah, to Nicki
Faust (Alpha Tau Omega), Bruceton, Tenn.; and &Jsan Walker
(Alpha Omicron Pi), Fulton, to
Dickie Pascall (Alpha Tau Omefrcl), Paris, Tenn.

J. H. Churchill Fuaeral Home

Engae-ments

SPRAY COLOGRE

Tlhwortft.Bennett
AM Titsworth (Alpha Omicron
Pi), Murray, toJohnBCMett(Sigma Chi), Murray.
Dowdy-Proctor
Barbara &Je Dowdy (Sigma Sigma Sigma), Benton, to Butch
Proctor (Pi Kappa Alpha) Mt.
Vernon, lnd.

We wish to congratulate
you on being chosen
to head Murray State

(RONALD CHURCHIW

TABU

$1.50
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MAYFIELD I
!PRINTING
CO.!
§
122 N. 7th ST.

MAYFIB.D, KY.

OUR.LARGEST GIRDLE - BRA SALE EVER!
MAmERFORM GIRDLES
#631 AVERAGE LEG, Reg. $9 -·---····-·-----···--------------- $7.39
---·- ---- - - - -- - - -·- $8.99
# 661 LONG LEG, Reg. $11
# 663 EXTRA LONG LEG, Reg. $12 ···-·---------·-------··- $9.99

PETER PAR BRAS
PADDED TRWURE, A·S..C CUPS # 63·2, Reg.$4

----·---~·-· -,-·-· ---·-·--·- $2.99

SOFT TREASURE, A·S..C CUPS # 60-1, Reg. $4

------------ .... - - · · - - --$2.99

FIBERFOAM EMB. TRICOT, A·S..C· CUPS # 73-8, Reg. $5 . ··-----·-· •. _ - - · ---- -

$3.99

PLAYTEX BRAS & GIRDLES
# 159 A-B-<: CUPS, Reg. $4.95 (D Sizet $1 More)
LIVING STRETCH BRA · - - · - -------- - - -- - $3.95
259 LONGUNE 6-C CUPS, Reg. $7.95
# 239 ~ &
UVING mETCH BRA ----·--·---··--- - $6.95
# 161 A·I-C- CUPS, Reg. $3.95 LIVING IRA -··· -- - -----·------- ---- -·- $3.29
# 37 PADDED A-B CUP, Reg. $3.50

SOFTUNE BRA _

# 31 PADDED A-8 CUPS, Reg. $4
SOFTLINE STRETCH BRA ---·-------- -

·-

- $3.34

GIRDLES
LYCRA s.M-1., Retl· $12.95
LONG LEG PANTY --------·-· _ ---- ---- -

$10.95

ZIPPER PANTY & GIRDLE, 5-M-L-XL
MAGIC CONTROUER - -- - - ·.. - - - ·--·- ·· saw $2

~

rmrJPJti!'.it<lt!iat.itltAZ'Mt+tiit.itJ®t'Jt4~t:i!:'4ZA!mtmWtZ

__ ----- - -- - - - $2.84
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FRESHMAN GIRL BEAMS:

Sparkling Blonde Is Chosen 'Ideal'
By Pqgy Dwyer

The Thursday night before
Christmas vacation was filled
with excitement for nearly every
student as the anticipation or the
dawing holiday made girls giddy
and men merry.
In at least one girls' dorm,
Elizabeth Hall, the excitement
was n:anning especially high ~
cause of the annual Christmas
party for the residents being held
that night. As the hands on the
clock felt their way slowly ~
ward the signals for 10 p.m.
minds turned to thoughts of fun,
food, and friends gathering.
But in the back of many female
minds lingered the notion that
on this particular night one !res~
man coed would be presented as
the ''Ideal Freshman Girl" for
1967-68.

Trev1 Everly

Greeks Receive High Honors
In National Conference Rating

.~

The Greek menoncampushave
something to be proud ot.
The fraternity chapters on
campus rated several honors for
the academic year 1965-66, according to an analysis released
by the National Interfraternity
Conference.
Alpha Gamma Rho ran second
nationally in fraternity scholarship with 81 per cent OC its ch&J>
ters above the AU-Men's Average, that is the scholastic average ~ all males throughout the
country.
Other fraternities represented
on campus who also exceed the
All-1\len's Average are Alpha Tau
Omega, 58 per cent; Lambda Chi
Alpha, 57 per cent; Tau Kappa
Epsilon, 5S per cent, and Sigma
Chi, 50 per cent.
The National lnterlratcrnlty
Conference honors as a Summa

Cum Laude school anY college or
university with all chapters above

the AU-Men's Average. MurraY
State is one ~ four Institutions
who has maintained this rating
tor six consecutive years.
Nearly 300 colleges and universitieS throughout the nation
were represented in this analysis.
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Seven new members were initiated by the Crescent Club ~
Lambda Chi Alpha in a ceremony
Dec. 13.
The new members are:
Judy Dawson, Phllpot; Sylvia
Gardner, Fulton; Debbie Hatfield,
Corydon; Sally Holt, Arlington;
Margaret Poole, Maceo; Nancy
Re ichart, Grand Chain, Ill; and
Carolyn Vinson, Cadiz.
Member s ~ the club must be
lavaliered, pinned, ore~ to
Lambda Chi Alphas.

J.

When Elizabeth Hall coeds
flowed into the lobby after dorm
closing-hours and spotted last
year's ''Ideal Freshman" sitting
near the desk they experienced
another proud moment. That
meant this year's "Ideal Fres~
man" was be living under their
roof. Everyone didn't sit down
and walt in silence for "the pin"
to drop, but, nonetheless, the tension was there as all waited eagerly for the selection to be ~
nounced.
Aptly enough a freshman coed
was leading the dormmates in
singing Christmas carols while
.everyone was finding seats and
settling down to enjoy the pa~·.
The pert blonde song leader
was sparkl.y-eyed and seemingly
bubbling over with enthusiasm.
91e seemed compl etely absorbed
with the carols and with getting everyone to join in the singing. Her efforts were q.alte successful. Per haps it was because
the happiness or the season was
contagious. But more l ikely it was
because of Treva's CJJick and
encouraging smile as she sung.
g,e obviously was a leader•• •
Carol Chester, Kirksey, who
was last year's " Ideal Fres~
man Girl" moved to the front,
introduced herself and exten~

suit in the field or home economics.
But this personable miss Is
still not limiting her activities
just to that realm.
Treva is displaying a tremendous amount or energy and enthusiasm as a freshman cheerleader.
She is pledging Alpha Omicron Pi national social sorori~·.
And she is maintaining a very
high scholastic standing, 0.0 on
our 4.0 system for midterm.
Yes, another year a has come
and will soon be gone. Another
1,000 or more freshmen girls
have been in contention cons-ciously or unconsciously for the
coveted hOnor of "Ideal Fres~
man Girl" and anotherUUe-holder has made her claim to fame,
And, Treva Everely, you have
received more than this title.
You have gained the :respect of
all whom you've met, and we
proudly hail you as our " Ideal
Freshman Girl" for 1967-68.
,.---------"'
•
ACN•
•

PASCHALL Truck Lines

7 Coeds Initiated
By Crescent Club

...

her congratulations to Treva Everely, the new " ldeal
Freshman.''
For a moment before she was
engulfed by well-Wishers you
could catch a glimpse of her
glistening blue eyes.
The enthusiastic song lea~
er of a fel\' moments before was
surprised and happy- and humbled somewhat by the high tribute
paid her by the honor bestowed.
In the bedlam that followed the
announcement many could be
heard remarking that she was
the "obvious" ehoice for the
honor; that they had thought of
her in that light since first meeting" her; but these ears heard
no one begrudge her the honor.
Treva came to Murray from
the small town of Rockport, Ky.
She was a 1967 graduate of Ohio
County High School at Hartford.
in high school Treva was an
outstanding student academically
and lead a full extra-curricular
life. She served her school as
a cheerleader for four years
and was active in a wide variety of school organizations.
ner leadership and potential
might best be known by her
work with the Future Homemakers of America. There she served
as president of her local club
and an officer In the district and
state groups.
She earned each of the badges
of the order by working persistently and diligently during her
four years.
Now as a freshman at Murray
State, she is continuing her pur-

cd

Children's Theatre
To Give 'Ali Baba'
As Next Production

WINTER WARMERS ••• n.
chill of wlntw brlnlls the
w.,mth of new wlntw f81hlor.
In bright, exciting colon. Tex·
tured hose, boots, hats, and
furry coats a,. the cold-w.ather
scen.st.alen. Beth O'Bryant
(top left), Murray, complements
a doubte-tw..st.d leopard coat
with a matching hat. Her midknee boots of tw.wn ........ a ...
utremety popular this Mason.
VIckie Ruther (top rleht),
Owensboro, ween a navy ~
tramed bench-warmer high.
lighted by navy textured hoM.
TextuNd hOM aclcl fla,. te
practically any outfit and are a
famiHar part fllmCNt ....,......._
Laminated fur MID• Lynn 1.~
ftlrt ( left), Loultvllle lwave the
c.ld. AI.. IINNMIIar with this coat
are lcnlttecl caPt of coordiMtlng
colen.

Public Health Nursing Program
Will Become Effective Feb. 1
Murray State University has
been seleeted to participate in
the Nursing Educational Opportunity Grant Program by the
United states Public Health Service. The program will begin with
the spring semester on Feb. 1.

and also be in good standing.
These grants are titmuar w
federal scholarships and a total
oC $16,800 will be available this

year.

The amount or money granted
will be no more than $400
The announcement was made by a semester, or $800 for an acaPresident Ralph H. Woods after demic year.
receiving notification from Dr.
Application forms may be pickRay Mofield, chairman of the
Student Financial Aid Committee. ed up at Mr. Johnny McDougal's
office. Miss Ruth Cole, chairman
In order to q.Wi.(y, a student of the department of nursing, can
must be making regular progress also be contacted for further detoward a BS degree in nursing tails concerning the program.

The Mur;a>. StaLe Children's
Theater will present "Ali Baba
and the :Forty Thieves" by Wadeeha Atizch tomorrow through
Saturday.
The play deals with the story
of All Baba, who is driven into
the woods by his brother Khazzlm.
While in the woods Ali Baba
discovers the Robbers' Cave and
resolves to return the stolen
wealth to its owners.
In the meantime Khazzim, who
has seen his brother loading his
donkey with the treasures, goes
into the cave. The returning Robbers cakh Khazzim in the cave
and kill him.
They then send spies into the
city to find who is mourningKhaz.
zlm's death. Finding All Baba
mourning Khazzim's death they
plot his death, but are foiled
by the comic antics of Hud-Hud
the donkey and the clever wiles
of Morjana.
The cast consists or:
Kathy Farrell as Schederazade; Steve Howard, All Baba;
Brad &nlth, Ilud-Hud; Jackie
Swanson, Foo-Mee--Ya; Do u g
White, Khazzim.
Mary Robbins, Morjana; Richard Kahn, Bu-Zaid; James Van
Leer, Kuz-Kuz; Micheal Morgan.
Bul-Loos; Pat Moynaham, BulBul;
Bul; Charlie Baker, Toos; and
Terry Walker, Hassan.
The stage crew consists ot
Steve Crossarlt who is stage
manager; Terry Rlneo who is in
c barge of make-up; Bobby .llodd.
aound; Frances Gillin, properties; and Brandon Neese, house
manager.
The play is under the direction or William Basham:.

~
ARABIAN FE AST ••••• This Is ene of the _..... ·I NM ''All ......
and the Forty Thievea" to be presented by the Chllctr.n's ThHtN
tomorrow tflrough Saturday In the Auditorium. c..t members are
(left to r ight, taated ) Steve Howanl, Mut"ray; Mary Robbins, Mur·
ray ; and Doug White, Louisville. Standi,. ( left to right ) are Terry
Walker, Louisville, and Jackt. Swanson, Paducah.

AOPi Congratulates
President Sparks
ADUSB
SPRAY COLOGRE

$le5D

Speci•l Eel Club to Hold
Monthly Meeting Tonight
The Special Education Club
will hold Its monthly meeting
a t 7:30 tonight in 653 Education
Bldg.
All interested persons are invited to attend this meeting.

BOLLARD DBUiiS
fight birth dQfocts JeiA MARCH OF DIMES

NoDoz®
announces

the

Dr. Sparks
IUeUe Presideal

~-~

•.. to bike when it's midnipt
and you've still cot another
chapter to co.

The Cherry's

Midnight. That's NoDoz' finest hour.
But you should know that NoDoz can
do more than help you stay awake
when you're cramming.
For example, if you ' re tired or
drowsy take a couple before the

exam to help bring your mind back
to its usual keen edge. Or if you've
got a sleepy-type lecture to look forward to, or the monotony of a long
drive home, take NoDoz along for
the ride. It'll help you .stay alert.
Yet it 's non habitforming. NoDoz. The
scholar's friend.

STORE OF YOUTH AND FASHION
THI! ONE TO fAft WlfiN

.....

.... ,,
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MURRAY BLOWS 15-POINT LEAD:

Hot-Cold-Hot Racers Nose Out Colonels in Photo Finish 71-67
Nobody can say he doesn'!
get his money's worth when he
visits Murray State for a ba~
ketball game.
Monday night the " lovely" Racers came out or their stalls as
hot as the weather was cold,
lost a sizeable lead in the second
half, then stormed to the wire In
a photo finish for a bono-tingling
71-67 victory over the scrappy
!-:astern Colonels.
lt was thrills !rom the opening
tipoff until the final horn, as the
suddenly aroused student body
dlsplayed enough cheer to make
the Racers think they will win
it all.

And

the

crowd

thought

so too,

as madman forward Tom Moran
stole the ball from Eastern's 6-7
Garfield Smith under the Murray
goal, and after three tr:ie s put the
ball through the goal forthemost
crucial _points d the contest.
With 15:46 lert in the game a
Jerry ~Y ooo-hander gave the

Colonels their first lead at 44-45.
Then the two teams wore Ucd
at 46, 48, and 50 in the next
tour torrid minutes.
Jim Stocks put in a missed shot
and Don Funneman pushed ln a
five-tooter to give the Racers a
5~51 advantage. ButthcEasterners battled back again, and kn~
ted the count at 57-all with 7:53
to go.
Billy Chumbler canned an 18footcr with 7:45 showing but Smith
matched it with a 10-foot()r Crom
the left side of the goal. The
fiery Chumbler thcnpreccedcdto
toss in a 25-foot Jumper as he
got hot at the right time.
Eastern's Gary Paul tied it up
again, however, as ho drovo the
right side of the lane tor a spinning live - tooter as the clock
ticked on, showing 6:07 as Paul
cOWll:ed his tv.·o.
Dick Ctmningham and WJIUe
Woods then swapped buckets,
making it 63-63, and Bobby Washington sent Eastern on top, 6&.
63. with a 25-footcr at 4:14.
Claude Virden's clutch IS-footer
jumper on a Cunningham screen
brought Murray back even, and
the high-jumping Virden set up the
next basket with a leaping pass
steal to give Murray the lead,
67-65, at 2:50.
It was scored by Funncman on
a layup, as Eastern was called for

A SCREEN FOR CHUMBLER •.••• Racw
plvotm an Dick Cummlngham (55 ) is caught he,..
setting a screen for guard Billy Chumbler (23 )
during acHon In the Murray-Eastern game Mon-

The Murrayans then lost the
ball and Woods' tlpln with 17
seconds to go produced the halffree throws with 2:34 showing, time Score Murray 37 Ea ...__
•
a uau
and Eastern trailed, 67-66. The 29
•
Racers then lost the ball under
their goal and Smith grabbed it.
their goal and Smith grabbed It,
goal-tending.
Smith sank the second ol two

TWO FOit TOM . . . Forward
Tom Moran scored nine firsthalf points in leading Murray
to a big lead early In Monday's
Eastern game. He added seven
rebounds.

Freshmen Hit 100
In Routing Lombuth
'fhree Baby Racers hit the
magic 20-point circle Monday
night as the Murray freshmen
routed the Lambuth College
trosh, 100-70.
Ball-hawking guards Gary steverson and Jim Young, a pair
of Tennessee cagers, led the century..mark assault, as Steverson
hit for 'J:7 and Young for 25.
Forward Bill Mancini threw in
20, while center Bob Montgomery added 16, forward Jonathan
White had 5, Stewart scored 4,
Sam Myers had a fielder, and
Maurice Schultz hit for one point.

only to have the quick-handed
Moran steal it and score alter
three tries.
Murray put the final touch to
their victory as Chumbler hit
two free tosses before Smith's
Cree throw produced the final
reading, 71-67.
The Racers rampaged to a
33-18 advantage after 16:18~the
first half, using an almost perfect
pattern offense, while holdingthe
Colonels silent with a tight, shift.
ing de tense.
Murray took the lead, 6-3, with
17:30 to go In the initial period,
but athree-pointtripbyEastem's
brilliant guard Washington knot,..
ted the count Cor the second time.
It had earlier been tlod at 2-2,
marking the only times the score
was even during the hall'.
The Racers proceeded to reel
off eight points in a row after
the Washington tallies, asChumbler picked up six in a row in a
two-minute period.
Eastern crept to within five,
at 21-16, with 8:08 showing, but
a ~oran steal and layup, two
consecutive fielders by Stocks,
and Chumbler's layup gave the
Racers a 29-16 lead.
Moran then put back a rebound
shot andCurmingham sent Murray
to their 33-18 lead with a fielder. The Coloools d Coach G~·
Strong hit a spurt d their own
at this .POint. and pulled to within 10, 37-27, on a Toke Coleman
jumper with 49 seconds showing.

Our hal's off

Chumbler lead the balanced
Murray scoring attack with 19
points, and was followed in the
1 "~ ~
offensive department byCunn "liS'
ham and Funncman with 12, Moran with 11. Stocks with 10 big

ones df the bench, and Virden
with 7.
Washington topped Eastern
scoring with 18, and Smith added
15. Woods had 10 for the - 1••

~Col=r~~numeral

TODA'I

HA£T

DECISION ••• Racer forward
J im Stocks, who had another
good night Monday playlnc~ 11
a substitute, pauses he r• to de·
clde what course of action to
take. Stockl scored 10 points,
and pulled In five Nbounds.

v•UJ

tal]y for

10-S

~ ... J

KEEP ALIVE
THE SPIRIT OF
HEW YEAR'S EVE
al

THE CO'ITOR CLUB
CHESTNUT ST.
DIXIELAND CENTER
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30% OFF ALL MERCIWIDISE
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Sportcoats. Suits. Sweaters. T'o pcoats.
Shoes, etc.. etc.

Dr. Sparks

SLA,CKS All Casuals ------------ 5
5
00
GAHT SHIRTS ----3
16

5 50

on
lJeiD!l named

President of M.S.U.

The Ivy Shop
510 W. MAIN

day night. Chumblw led tM Racw s to their third
consecutln OVC victory with 19 points, Cunningham contributed 12 markers and 17 Nbounds,
while Tom Moran (41 ) had 11 .

MURRAY

for

(Normally
$7.50 - $7.95 each)

3 $1850
TIES -·------------.. --------$1 OFFAUDD
for

<Normally
$8.50 - $.95 e ach

WELCO E
HO E!
AN ARDENT BOOSTE.R.
OF THOROUGHBRED
TEAMS RETURNS
DR. HARRY SPARKS

FROM:

e Cal Lallier
e Bill CameO,
e Bm F•IJIII'SO•·
e Bmldy Bewill,
I

.ehletk cllNCior
ancllar1lflllblll

CIOM

country

and track

football

...,

e Joluuay Beagu, ......,."
_e Jeae Spacer, .....
)

, ... 21
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MOREHEAD DEFEATED EASILY:

Rebounding Racers Win, 83-67
flew in, their reputation d. being big and strong already havIng arrived weeks qo.
Cunningham, the nation's top
rebounder a year ago, picked
that night as the date for his
return to the Corm which earned
him the '67 title and hauled in

Fe, fl, Co, rum!
Somebody woke the sleeping
giant -the somebody was Morehead and the giart was Murray's
Dick Cunningham.
It all happened Saturday night
as tbe Eagles from Morehead

23 strays as Murray overpowered the hapless Eagles, 8~67.
The Racer center hit for 21
points but bowed in that category
to mate Billy Cbumbler, who
poured In 22. Forwards Claude
Virden and Tom Moran added
to the balanced acoruw wWt 18
and 15 points, respectively.
Guard Jerry Conley and center Larry Jordan had 14 ~Ieee
to lead Morehead, while guard
I>aney Cornett and forward Lamar Green had 13 each.
Cunningham stole the show as
he hit for 11 rtrst-half points and
garnered 13 rebounds in leading the Racers to a bulging 4125 advantage over the stmmed
Eagles, picked by some as conference favorites.
The Racers actually decided
the issue during the ftnal six
minutes~ the initial canto.
The two teams had battled on
almost even terms and the Racers led by three, 2~20, until
Cmmi.Jwbam's Jumper put them

on top 25-20 with 6:06 remaining.
Big Jim Stocks then converted
a pair d. free throws before
Virden's nitty one bander made
it 29-20 at 4:54.
Stocks added two more from
charity at 4:13 and Cunningham's
tipin with 3:11 to go gaveMurray
their first 11)..pol!K lead, 3~23.
After Green m\ssed a free
throw, one ~ nine the Eagles
blew in 22 tries during the game,
the 6-10 CI8Ulingham hit another
jumper. Murray then led, 35- 23
with 2:01 to go In the halt.
Virden sunk two straight buckets, one with 46 seconds to go
and the other 26 seconds later,
before Chumbler batted down a
a layup with seven seconds to

go.
That closed out the first halt·
scoring, and the Racers had outscored their opposition 18-Slnthe
final six minutes.
A layup by Moran with 17:48
showlJW in the game gave the
Racers their first 21)..point lead,
at 47-26, and it was no contest
from there on.
Racer Coach Cal Luther substituted freely in the waning mo.
ments, as did Eqle mentor Bob

Wri&IL

FUNNIMAN
DRIVII • • •
Racer guard Don Funneman
scored only one point ln the a.
67 victory over Morehead Satur·
day, but hl• MVeft rebound• ancl
flM floor game helped the Mur·
rayan1 to a 16-polnt halftime
IHd, which they never loet.

Big Come-From-Behind Surge
Edges Middle lema, 77-74

The Murray Thoroughbreds
lifted themselves out of an 11point hole in the first halt to
take a heart-stq,ping 77-74 vic·
tory over the Middle Tennessee
Blue Raiders in the first conference game for both teams
Thursday night.
The Racers, unable to shake
otr numerous r 1 o o r errors
throughout the game, called on
reserve pivotman Jim Stocks, a
6-7 junior, and he came through
like gangbusters.
The big guy dumped in
14 points, second only to Dick
Cunningham's 16, and hauled
down 10 important rebounds, tops
for the stablemates.
Murray fortunes looked bleak
with 5:10 to go as forward Art
Polk sent the Middle men to a
68-62 lead oo two free tosses.
But Funneman canned a layup
at 4:40. Chumbler rang in a 28foot set shot, Stocks hit a 10..
footer over Cochran's head, and
Tom Moran brought the crowd
to its feet when he flipped in a
layup with 2:53 showing,~
the Racers down by only ooe,
71-70.
Murray then stole the ball in
the forecourt, and Riley hit a
left-band layup to send them in
front, 72-71, at 2:38.
Polk tied it at 72-all with a
Cree throw, but he missed hia
second shot and the Racers'
Chumbler was promptly fouled by
Bentson.

Sophomore forward C I a u d e
Virden, started his first CUll·
Cledged game for Murray during
the Christmas "break'' at But.ler Dec. 29, and his performance
left little doubt as to his ability
to mix it up with the big boys.
Virden exploded for 25 points
and pulled in a game-high 14
rebounds in leading the Racers
to an 8&.;74 conquest over the
Butler :&alldogs at Hinkle Fieldhouse in Indianapolis.
The 6-5 Virden, a transfer from
Paducah Junior College where he
he led the Incllans with a 21·
poln~lus average last year, burned the nets for 16 points, all
on field goals, in the nrst 20
minutes and added 9 in the nnal
halt.

Kow

Sporl Coals·
VIRDIN CLICKS ••••• Sophomore ferward Cloucle VIrden Ia
lhown canning one of niM floldere he connecMd on In Murray's
~7 Saturdoy victory over powerful Morehead. VIrden flnllhed
with 11 points, while tom Moran (left) •cored 15. Morehead's Ron
Gathright (42) is shown Mt for a poeslttle reltouncL
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Reg.$40.00
Plaids. Checlls. and
HerrillgBoaet~

ICEII'S SUITS
Traditional caul
Coatlaeatal
Twills. Herring BGfD•
Plaids a11d Strip"
Good Selectioa Ia
Replan. Shorts. Loap
Values to $70.00
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Dr. Sparks
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Lambda Cli Alpha

FORGIT IT • • • Racer center
Dick Cunnlnthom ltuffM In 'N
pointa to lead tM Ra"rs Pilaf
Midclle T..,..... 'fllunMy
night, n-74.

MER! SAVE OR TilE SOUARE

ding 24 points on 10 fielders
and 4 Cree throws. Reserve guard
Harold Simmons was the only
other Racer c I o s e to double
figures, u he ft.nished with eight
markers.

I
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A Bouquet
of Roses
for MSU's
New President
Dr. Sparks

Virden's Hot Hand
Helps Racers Roll
By Buder, 8&-74

Bed
Fulaes

Moran was backed by Polk
with 13 seconds showlJw, and
Coach Luther sent in CunniJwham for the possible rebound.
The coach looked like a cage
genius when Moran missed the
shot, and the 6-10 Cuminlham
tl~P!d the ball in over a Mid- ·
dle man's head for the bucket
that sewed it up for Murray.
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Belks of Murray

RACRS TO MEET OVC TOURNEY CHAMPS:

Revenge Planned for Tenn. Tech
Coach Cal Luther's upetart
Marny Racers wtll hlt the road
In ovc cbamplonlhlp play for
tbe first time ddl year when
tbeJ open a two-came road trip
at Cookerille. 'han.. bome ol
1Wmeaee Tech'I Golden Eaglea,
Saturday nllht.

Coach ~ Sidwell'• team
took everyone ~ aurprhe when
they captured tbe cbamplonlldp
ol the ovc Tournament Dec. 2
b.Y clefeatlal Morebead, E a • t
Tameaaee, llld Marra)'.
'l'1ae EaP.ea lalled put tbe
Bacen In a naed title pme,

81-60.

Tile7 bml not fared

--

10 well

Clnpus Basketbal

-;141Vying in 4Leagues

in recent outillp, howenr, llld
lost to We.tem S a t u r d a y
nJabt In BowU,. Green, 78-'12.
paaldJw t h e i r - markto4-8.
Tecb 1'eUure1 tbe lelpe'a oa1,y
aeyen-footer Jn 240-pound ICIIlbOmore Art Bouak, and ban added
abe In 6-8, 215-pound junior
Ketcbel stnuaa and &.8, ~
pound senior Bill Carvell.
Ron Sutton, a 6-4 sophomore
forward, and Frank Bartle~Clftt
6-5 and a forward, are main
c~ tn the Tech oftendYewbeel.
Bill BJancl. a S.O aophomore,
Jim Sutton, a 6-2 junior, llld
5-11 senior l..arr7 Maxwell CCJm-

pr11e a. -.tar &Wt
Sldwell'a blckccJurt.

or Ceech

SUtton, a ftlll8d rebounder at
6-4, and the tMqbt ol 'Roalk.
Strauaa, aDII Carvell make Teeb
one ol tbe lelpe'a most ~
midable rebcluadq tMIDI, s.
ton hauled In 20 on tbe aa
at Weatern.
Murray, which manhandled bll

Morehead on the boudl, can apect a turloul boercl battle from
Tecb, p1ua aood outmde sJ1oo11tw.
accordlal to put performanc...
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SPRING SEMESTER IS COMING:

Jan. 30-FebJ Set for Registration
Registration for next aemester will begin Tuesday, Jan. 30,
and continue through Thursday,
Feb. 1.
Senior registration will be held
Tuesday morning from 8:30 to
12:50.
Juniors will begin registerine
at 12:50 and continue until 3:25.
Wednesday junior registration
will pick up at 8 a.m. and end
at 9:45a.m.
At the conchlsion of junior
registration, sophomore registration will begin and last until
2:50.
On Wednesday at 2:50 p.m.
freshmen whose names begin with
ZAC through VAN will be the
first to register. On Thursday
at 8 a.m. the remainder of the
class will register until 2:15
that afternoon.

Alpha Phi Omega's
'&8 Book Exchange
Will Open Jan. 29
Alpha Phi Omega service era.
ternity will open Its third annual book exchange in the basement of Wrather Hall Monday,
Jan. 29.
Beginning that day students will
be able to register books to be
sold and on Feb. 1, books wlllgo
on sale. The exchange will be open
from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. each
day, Mooday through Saturday.
The exchange serves a tw()o
fold purpose. Firat, it enables
students to otrer their books for
sale to the entire student body
at a price they set themselves.
The exchange also gives students
the oppktUiuty to go to a cen-tral point on campus and purchue needed texts at a low
price,

Student Teachers
Must See Jones
AU those who will be studentteaching the first nine weeks
of the second semester should
contact their supervising teachers, according to Dr. Donald
Jones, student-teachl.ne head.
Those who will be student
teaching in Louisville, Henderson, or Owensboro will be notified as to when they will regtater. All others will register at
the regular time.

Students taldrv Saturday and CAS-BOT ..... .......... .. t :ll- t :25
event.rw cluses may register on BOU·AVI .-..·--........ t:JO. t :45
Saturday Feb 3 from 8·30 until
SOPHOMORIS
' noon.
' • '
·
Graduate students may regis- ZAC·SEA . ---··-·· 9:6-10:25
..................... 10:. .1t:55
ter anytime Jan. 30 through Feb. SID-RIC
RIC-NEI ..
..._ 11:00.11 :25
1
NIL·LAR
···~
........ 11:30-11 :55
•
LAS-JON
........ .... 12:00.12:25
TUESDAY, JAN. H
JON-HIN ................... 12:. .12:55
HIP·FRA -- ........... 1:00. 1:25
SENIORS
FRA·CLA ................ 1:30- 1:55
ZAN·STA ... ___ . -···· I:JO. 1:55 CLA·
BOG .. - ....... _ 2:00. 2:25
STE·PAS ... -·-······-.... 9:00. 9:25 BOH·AYC _.................. 2:30- 2:50
PAS·MOR . . ... ....... 9:. . 9:55
MOR·KIL . . ··-······· ... 10:00.10:25
FRESHMAN
KIM-HOE .. .......... 10:30-11:55 ZAC·VAN .......-....... 2:50- 3:25
HOG·FRA .. ..... ..• 11:00.11:25
THURSDAY, FEB. 1
FRA-CLA . .. ........ 11:30-11 :55
CLE·BLU . ,_, __ ... 12:00.12:25
FRESHMAN
(CONT. )
BOL·AYC ..... -~-·· 12:30-12:50
VAN-SMI -·· .. ---·- 1:01- 1:25
SMI·ROB .. ........... _. 1:30- 1:55
JUNIORS
.. . . t :OO. t :25
ZAC·TRA • - ............ 12:15- 1:25 ROB·PRE
TRA·STR .......·--··-- 1:30- 1:55 PRE-MOR _ ............ ~. 9:30- 9:55
STU·OES -................... 2:00. 2:25 MOR·LOY . . .......... 10:00..10:25
............ 10:30.10:55
OGA-MCD -~·--- -·- 2:30- 2:55 LOY-HAL
MCG·JET .................... 3:00. 3:25 HAL·HOP ...., ..... 11:10-11:25
HOP· FIS
...... 11:30-11:55
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 31
FIT·DER . ·- •. 12:00.12:25
DIU-CHA . ......... 12:30-12:55
J UNIORS (CONT.)
~--...
1:. . 1:25
JEW·GRI .....- _ .. . 1:01- 1:25 CHA·BAT
BAT· BUM ................... h30- 1:55
GRO.CAR . . .... .. 1:31- 1:55 BUM·AYE ....._ - ... 2:. . 2:15

$95,• Granted Murray Stale
For Summer Science Institutes
The National Science FO\D\dation has granted $95,800 to Murray State to conduct two Science
Institutes next summer.
Both ot the Institutes will last
eight weeks, coinciding with the
regular summer term (June 10
to Aug. 2), President Ralph H.
Woods has announced.
One grant ot $51,300 will sup.
port a program designed to ln.crease the basic science knowledge of teachers of general science in junior-end senior-high
schools. There are ~0 open~
in this institute.
The other grant of $44,500 will
flnahce a program of advanced
studies for high-school chemistry, biology, and ii\Yslcs teachers. This program will also be
for 40 participants.
Those chosen for either program will receive a stipend of
up to $75 per week plus $15
tor each dependent. Applications
must be tiled by Feb. 15, with
initial selections being made by
March 15, said Dr. W. F. Blackburn, chairman oC the chemistry
department.

Dr. Blackburn, director of the
institutes. said he expects the
majority Ot applicants fo be trom
Kentucky and nearby states. However, he pointed out that there
are no geographical restrictions.
Associate directors will be Dr.
A. M. Wolfson, biology depart,.
ment chairman, and Dr. W. G.
Read, ph,yaics department chairman, both of whom will teach in
the Institutes.

Exam Schedule
Friday, Jan. 19 --··-

1:00 - 1:30 MWF classes
3:30 - English 100, 102, and
some sections of
English 101 as
announced by Instructors; Education
311.

Saturct.y, Jan. 20 _ _ 10:00 - 3:30-4:45 TTh dasses
7:30- 7:30 MWF clasitl
Monday, Jan. 22 ·· - 7:30 - 10:30 MWF clas. .
10:00 - 11 :30-12:45 TTh
classes
1:00 - English 101 other
than those scheduled
for 3:30 p. m. Friday.
3::30 - 12:30 MWF classes
Tuesday, Jan. 23 · - 7:30 - 2:30 MWF classes
10:00- Chemistry 100, 101,
102, 105, 106
1:00 - 1:30-2:45 TTh cfasses
3:30 - 7:30-8:45 TTh classea
Weclnesd•y, Jan. 24 _ 7:30- 8:30 MWF dasses
10:00 - 3:30 MWF classes
1:00 - 4:30 MWF classes
3:30 - 9 :30 MWF classes
Thursday, Jan. 25 _

7:30 - 11 :30 MWF classes
10:00- 9:30-10:45 TTh classes

Examinations in e vening classes will be held at the
regula r class periods during the week of Jan. 22-25.
Ex.-nlnations in Saturday classes will be held on Jan.
20. No classes will meet on the morning of Jan. 19.

Other Murr-.y proCessors who
wIll act as Instructors in the programs are Dr. Pete Panzera,
Dr. M. B. Henley, and Prof.
M. P. Christopher in chemistry;
Dr. James Kline and Prof. WllUam Burnley in physics; and
Prot. A. L. C1ark in geology.
This wlll be 1he 12th consecutive summer that the National
Two organizations will be on
Science Foundation has support,. campus this week to interview se·
ed science institutes at Murray. niors ror possible job openings,
The foundation has provided for accordingto.Mr. M. 0 . Wrather,
two programs to run concurrently director ot placement.
The Department of Personnel
for the last four years. The ttrst
Science Institute at Murray in In Frankfort wUltalkwith majors
1957 was the first supported in from any field today.
Monday representatives from
Kentucky by NSF.

Insurance Firm, State Agency
To Hold Placement Interviews
the American Businessmen's
Life Insurance Co. in Lexington
will Interview sales personnel.
Seniors are reminded that their
credemiala must be on file in
the Placement Office on the fourth
floor ol the Administration Bldg.
before an interview can be scheduled.

